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PREFACE

The original purpose of this study was to make a critical
analysis of the writing which constitutes the history of Armor in
World War 11. Now that the analysis has been made and the report
conpleted it is obvious -that it will serve two purposes.

First, it will fulfill the mission of providing all irdi-.

viduals, Army levels of command and agencies, and interested civila
ian organizations with a general criticism of all types of writing
which concern Armor in World War 11w As puch, it, may serve as a
guide to a mo 're coiplete coverage of the phases and types of
writing which have been neglected. Similarly it may provide in-
spiration for additiona work on the subject.

Second, It is a c riticism andt evaluation of the writtien
material available at The Armored School on the history of Armor
in World War II. Once again, it will serve as a guide to those
subjects anid areas which -have- been properly and adequately'covered
a-s well as those which have been neglected. For the administration,
the report will be a guide toward the future building of the
libraries and 4ooument center of the School. For the students, it
will also b'e a guide to papers on specific subjects, and the material
on the subject -in general.-

The' second purpose of the report points to the fact that
thils analyis of the History of Armor in World War 11 was made at
Fort Knox, Kenmtucky, and that pract ically all mterial pertaining
to the subject was found at The Armored School. No attempt was
n=de to include historical writing's located in other places. It
was felt that The Armored School, by virtue' of the missions
assigned to it by the Departmenit of the Army, is'required to con"'
tamn an extensive History of Armor in World War U.I A survey of
this material pres'ents a cross section of the entire field of' the
history of Armor and prov~tds a sound basis for this critical
analys'is.

The reader of -this report Is askedto cons-ider the fact
that, in order to have his criticism accepted, the critic must

normally posse4s the experience, background or reputat1on hc
establisheis him as aL critic. In# the case of this report the.

- rit4 cs have no reputation or experience 4s such. They are five
relatively' Junior Arey. officers of varied backgrounds and ezper-w
ienoe. This has not deterred'them. T-hey have established them'
selves az' critics.* To replace their relatively' shallow historical
background and look of experience inA the field, they. have iztroe'



a large store of knwledge- and a broad corprehension of the sub-w
ject, they have searched history for the answers to speific
questions. They have' searched to determine if the l-essons
taught by World War II have been properly recorded for their use.
Based on this approach the commttee has made- its frank, and Pero
haps- somewhat audacious, critical analysis of the writings which
constitute' the History of Armaor in World War 11.

The reader is. left w ith- this thought--perhapsa an evaluaem
tio oftheHisoryof ord War II by the junioroficer is the

most valid and zost important-, because it is he who is in a
position to 'derive the zinst from it.

The ommittee wishes to thank all members of the Research
and- Svalutkon Division. and especially those individuals in The
Armored School Library and Document Center, who have been of
assistance during \he preparation of this report.
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*CHATER 1

INTRODUCTION TO A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OP 'THE flSTORY.
OF ARMOR IN WORLD WAR II

Az presented-to' the ommnittee, the, objective in the prepar-w

ation of this report was to make a critical analysis of the writem

inga ,ich constitute the history of Armor in W~orld War II@, To--do-

fine the objective more c arefully, it was f irst decided to limit

the field to the armored unite of the United Statesl Army. The next

device used to det-ine the objective was to ask this -questions "If

given the hypothetical task of guiding and directing the writing of

the history of Armor in Worida War Ifl, wherewoiadYP'plapce the

emphasis, how would you collect &kte historical- data and VmUL b 'wres

of writ'ing would you direct?" By consiLdering the project from this

viewoint a, decision was made as to what, in the opinion of the

comnittee constituted proper coverage of the subject.e

Witth the full realization that the writing of history never

ends and that the t o, as assigned,:is extremely broad, it wa s

concluded that the following considerations logically form the'

basis for a, study'of historical writ-ings:

1. The degree of covierage of the subject being considered.'

2. Vthere the emphasis has been placed and what phases and

types of writing have been treated properly or neglected.

3.* The degree to which narrow, Yet important, fields have

been coveted.v

4. An analysis of whether the lesseons learned have been'

properly and adequately recorded.

5. The authenticity and relative value of the various

types of writinag.

6.- Conclusions as to the overall effectiveness and value

of the papers studied.

7. Recommendati*Ons -for future planningv organizations

direction, study and vwriting of military history.#

After defining the objective the nezt step, was to decide
upo ametodofappoahflu t thA kow fat ha4 th sud



It was felt that'this cross section wiould give *a positive indicaas

t ion o f t hb general coverage. and content of what has been witten,

and thereby provide a- substantial basis upon which to nnko a

critical analysis.

This cross seotipn was based upon analysis of the material
covering ten speifcfild hich erain to the history of Armr

in World 'War II.-These fields were selected on the basis of theit

pert-inence to subject, inportance to the student of history and'

iq~rortance to the histoty of Armor. Individual ommnittee members

wrere assigned particluar fields to analyze&

The fields selected were:

I. Er 4 ,loynent of the tank-ainfantry team in the

offense.

2. Empioyment of the tank-infantry team in the

defense.

3. Empoymaernt of' Armor in'forests.

4# Employment of Armor in nmight operations*

5. Erploymont of armored units in cold weather
operations.

6. Employment of light -aircraft in armaored units.

74 .,-crganization of armored units.

3. Comibat maintemnae of armiored u nits.

9. Development of the logistical organization of

Armnor.

10. The development of Armaor durinig World War IT.

Discussion of the writings concerned with these fields forms

the body of the- report. It also serves as a basis for the summary.

conclusions, I and reconnendat ions at the close of the paper. The

order in which they are listed has no bearing on their relative

irportance.f Each chapter varies according to the amount, of material

a-vailable to the critic, and the manner in which the analysis is



observations,.onclusions aai recommendations are presented. The

sumary considers the various types of wuriting which constitute the

history of Armror in Iorld W4ar II* evaluates them relatively and

gives the reader a composite picture of the typo ani amount of

Eatorial available., The conclusions discouss whether the overall

coverage is adequate, whore the errvhasis has boon placed, which

subjects or types of writing have been properly treated or neglect-

ed and the possible reasons for the deficiencies noted. The reoin-

mendations present suggestions as to how the deficiencies may be

corrected or 'preventea in the future,.

3



CHAPTER 2

EMPLOYMENT t)F THE- TANK*lNFANTRY TEAM IN THE OFFENSE

It waa f ttt t hat in making an analysis of' the writing which

constitutes the history of Armor in-World War II it was necessary

to-include the inportant subj sot of tnUi_ afb opraif.I

was known that a omparatively large amount has been written on the

subjet. Research in the field soon disclosed that, contrasted to

roost specific subjects, which oncern Armor in World War II* the

material on ther tank-infantry team is reasonably well organized.
In addition to the extensive data contained in the basic sourOosp,

such as the historie.s being prepared by the Chief -of the Off ice

of Military History, it was discovered that there are mny other

type of historical writing -which contain -important mterial on

the subject.-

The first source investigated was the various types of to-w

ports submitted by units during the war* These include afterewactiofl

reports.'operations reports, intelligence reports,. unit journals,.

combat suzunaries and others. in these' reports all phas es o f an

action or operation are recorded in detail.' Intormation on the.

development, organization and employment is to 'be found in this.

extensive manss of materials The data and information is there,

but only the experienced historian, researcher, or military stu-m

dent is able to make much use of it. In.rmost cases no specific

reference i'smae to the team as such. It is the responsibility

of the reader to use his knowledge and experience to recognize

that the team had been-organized and to follow its employment

through the -volunmus and detailed accounts. In addition to be-w

ing detailed and involved, these. reports vary greatly in quality.

Some are well written, properly organized and to the point, while

others, are a conglomerate mass of poorly recorded data. Nonetheless,

these reorts9 provide the basic 'source -for other types of writing.*

They are useful, in fact indispenisable, to the historian or other

person writing, basic history, but are of little value to the average

student or casual reader -interested In the tankomifatntry team.s

The second type of writing surveyed was the volumes of

history produced by the Office of the Chief of Military History.

These- histories are based, on all of the doc'unenta. which serve as

source nateriaZ on World War II# The historians have 'taken from

this tremendous masis of material the _authentic ard spectiic detafls

of the act ions which took. pla-e. They hp~ve ,recorded them in a de-o

tailed. semi-narrative form which provides a splendid basic history

of the war. The acti on is3 normally recorded at division level with
the bt~ ictre" vtlial bak~rond ateral. Wen4 sig44nicat

4,



to the particular. action -being described, detailed, accounts of
the actions of- smafler- 'units are described, down to and includ-
ing the platoon.@ With'in ali of this is found material on specia-
fic subjects such'as' the employment of armored units. The informa-
tion is there, but it is the responsibility of the reader to recog-
nize it,, In the case of the tank,.infantry team there are numerous
actions described in which-the team was employed. The casual read-

er or Inexperienced student,, however, may never recognize it as
such.* The histories will teach him little about the team unless he
has previous knowledge of its organization, missions *and methods of
employment. Thus., they represent only the first extremely important.
step i*n the recording of the history of World War IH. The interpe-
tation'of the histories and other basic documents wil result in the

special studies of particular phases or aspects of the war such as
the tank-infantry team'in the offense.*

Artibtes prepared for periodicals provide an excellent,
source of materilal concerning the tank-infantry team, They appear
in the various military and so,-cafled service journals such as
'!Mflitary Revi ew","'Armor" magazine and, the "Combat- Forces Journal".

These articles'are of 'two types, combat narratives and dissertations
on the employment of the'team. In both instances combat examples
are used as a basi1s for -the 'articles. It i*s 'felt that these arti-
cles are a very. valuable contribution to the h istory of Armor in
World WMar IIt They give the reader an easily read piece of material
based on a particular action or specific subject. Combat examples
are provided and, in many cases, conclusions are drawn which the
reader is free to accept or reject. In the ev ent the author has
interpreted the material -In the form of conclusions or lessons learn-
ed the reader has something to accept. and add to his store of
knowledge on the subject. If he toes not accept it hewil have
formed his awn conclusions which may be equally as valuable.

Of the many excellent articeles'which have appeared in the
service Journals and military periodicals the most 'significant -are
discussed below.

Tanks With The Infantry, Division by Lieutenant Colonel
Wilia D.Duca, 'Mfitry Rve" June 1949., This article dis-

cusses the tankm-infantry team i~thin the infantry division. The
proper employment of the team in offensive action 'is described very
clearly in a -narrative discussion of an action in Germany during
World War U. Diagrams9 and annotated aeria]l photographs add much
to the value of the article., A valuable section -of the paper iLs



and sign if icant article because the author is p w idely experienced
senior commander writing about a specific subject with which he is
thoroughly familiar. In most cases such men do very little writing
and that which they do produce is on a high leveli, As a result, the
invaluable knowledge of specific subjects which they pos5sess is lost,
merely because it is never're'orded.

In his article General O'Daniel discusses the entire field
of tankpinfantry cooperation wilth a short- background on how the team
was originally-developed. He i"s specific on the more-important as-0

pects of' the employm ent and training of the team. In addition he
discusses early experiments with the team and how the chief diffi-
culties encountered were'overcome. Throughout the article it is
streased that the .9ucpess of any tank-infantry team depends, to a
large degree, on the completeness5 of the coordination and coopera-
tion of. the members of the team.

K~j ith kfr a by Major William Rt. Campbell, "Armored
Cavary oural', September-October, 1947. In'this article the author:

illustrates the 'employment of the tank,-infantry team by a narrative:
of-how the 745th Tank Battalion and 1st Infantry Division learned to
fight togethier. He describes how cooperation was developed and the
results of c'-ose teaimwork-, Major Campbell-gives an excellent account
of- how the. taryks were attached to infantry units and the special meas..-
ures -which had to be taken to insure proper coordination and coopera-m
tion between t*t two members of the team., In addition, -he describes
how the tanks were landed on the Normandy beachhead on ID$ and gave
support to the infantry units duigth nung breakout from the

bea ches. He next touched upon the dif ficult f ight ing in the he d ge"
row country. Here, additional training was required to insure proper
employment of the team. Fighting in woods, attacks against fortified
positi ons, river clossings and operations in built-up areas are all
discussed with the mphasis on the tank-inantrytem It can readily
be appreciated why this article is considered an outstanding contri'-
bution to the avafla~ie material on the tank-infantry team and to the.
history of Armor In World -War II.

Other artik cles 'ahich deal with the tank-infantry team in the
offense are:

Captain £bughbo3 Infa ntry-o ank Team Commander by Lieutenant
ColnelGeoge . Pcke\,"The Infntry School 1Quarterly", January

1951.



Individual Tank-Infantry CownquniLc t~.ru'v zt.iin ,e s
J. Butler,11iArmored Cavalry Journal", July-Aiugust 1947.

Tanks and Infanr In Night Attacks by Lieutenant Colonel
William D. Duncan, "Armored"Cavalry Journalt', January-February 1946.

Tank-Infanr Team In The Armored Division by Major Edward
Boutz., "Cavalry Journal"i, IMay-June 1946.

As indi* 'cated by the titles, these a: rticles discuss particu-
lar, phases of the employment of the tank-infantry tetam. Each is
wellm-organized and written in a manner which makes it a definite
contribution to the history of Armor in Wov'rld W ar II. These arti*4-
cles serve to give. the student a more complee ictueo temny
speeial situations in which'the tecami can be used and to broaden his
knowledge of the subject as a whole. The ccasual reader will find
them readable, interesting and informative,

There is som-.ething, however, which should be noted here.
This is the limited number of articles devoted to this basic and
iLmportant subject. The field is of sufficient breadth and there
is ample source material to provide the basis for scores of arti-
cles of the type discussed above, It is unfortunate that maore of
such articles have not been written because they are the type of
history which "gets to" the largest group of people. The wide cir.-
culation and easy accessibility of the periodicals in which they
appear give the reader a ready source froma which to gain knowledige
on this and mn~any subjects he is interested in. In addiition, it is
felt that this is one of the most effective ways inwhich the basic
histories'produced'by the Office of" the Chief of M~ilitary History
can be analyzed and interpreted in a mnner which wvvill be of interest
and value to the student and casual reader.

In sieaiching -for material on the tank-infantry team it was
noted that there are literally hundreds of p-amiphlets wqhich have been
produced by the various-agencies of the Armed Forces, These pamphlets
cover a broad range of subjects and are of parti11cular value. in;> tt
the material wlhich they record on specific subjects often adds to and
enlarges upon that found in the tfficial histories. They have been
prepared, for-the miost part, by experts wjho possessed knowledge of
the technical or detailed aspects of a Particular subject. -Also
there are pam,9phlets w,,hich are the result of observers. being sent to
witness a particular action or development., An excellent example of
this type of pap let-is discussed below.



pertinence, and were based upon requests for special studies made.
by the various -Army units and headquarters. This particular study
was made in 1942 by a, group of' Americas observers with the British
forces 'in NortiFAfrica. It is based upon their actual observati ons,
commients of British officers and British operations orders. The
pamphlet iLs written as a narrative describing the preparations for
and the actual operations involved in the capture of Bardia in North
A4frica. Included in the sections of the report are:. Events leading
to the attack, plans for the attack, conduct of the attack, comments
on lessons leqrned., and Appendices which give the operations orders
issued during the Qperaton. Also included are diagrams of the 'area
whi*ch illustrate the various terrai'n features and routes of attaclk*
It can be seen from the manner in which'the report is-organized that
it is a very well -rounded paper.

This pamphlet represents what is felt to be an outstanding
contribution to the history of World War II. It is rather short
and covers only one comparatively unimportant operation, but the
manner in which the material is- presented is exceptional. For the
military student, casual reader, civilian and military,. this is the
most valuable method of recording history, T 7he reader is able to
read it as an interesting story and yet gather all of the pertinent
facts and details. If he is interested in specific details, the
operations orders in the appendix provide tlhema. Upon completion of
the reading of the report the reader has an excellent picture of the
action involved and no doubt has had an opportunity to consider the
proper or- improper application of principles and -techniques.. This
is the type of thing that should be done with all of the actions of
World War II. Present them :in a. manner wh ich is 'attractive and
useful to the people who can benefit the most from the lessons con-
tamed in them.

The members of most of the armored divisions and many-of the
regiments and combat teams which participated in World War II have
produced so- called unit histories. These histories were published,
for the most part, during and shortly after the close of the war.
There was no example after wv,#hich they were modeled. Each unit associa-
t-ion or commander made the. decision as to the type 'of history desired.f

v The result is a wide array of unit histories which range in quality
from excellent to poor-. Generafly, -they give a rather detailed narra-
tive of the history of the unit which has been'taken from the after-
action and operations reports and supplemented by personal interviews
and diaries.



operation such as the employment of the tank-inf- antry team., De-
scriptionis of actions in which the team was involved are usually
not identified-as tank-infantry team actions. It remains with
the reader to recognize %the team and to draw his own conclusions
as to the lessons learnled. This may seem to be-an easy thing to
do, but it is not. The histories. vary greatly in organization,
quality., style" and authenticity. In some of them the various opera-o

tos are described In a factual interesting manner. nohr h
material is presented in a confused uninteresting wsy vwhich makes
idifficult for-anyone, regardless of his knowledge and experience,

to, determine the lessons to be learned.

In this paper no attempt will be made to present an analysis
of the-many unit histories. It is felt that the student of Armor
in World War II should be aware of the histories and acquainted with
the fact that they do vary in quality. It is also important for him
to know that some of the histories are being reproduced by experienc-o
ed historians, and that the. revised versions are excellent historical
documents.

l1n The Armored School Library and Document Section there are
many reports, documents, and papers which deal with the subject of
the tank-infantry team, In almost all of them there is some infor-
mation on the employment of the team 'in the offense.. These papers
include,: Reports of boards, combat interviews, reports by combat
units, and papers prepared by individuals who were inter~sted in the
subject and had the time and ability to put their thoughts in writing.
The chief difficulty the reader will encounter in using these docu-
ments is the lack of organization of the material. Much of it -is
repetitious and often there is little or no documentation or authenti-
ca tion. Nvertheles5s, they do represent a def inite contribution to
history,, and -are of definMite value to the researcher, historian or
student studying a specif ic subject.

The following documents were found to contain the most valu-
able information on- the employment of the tank..infantry team in the
offense:

Facts Bearing On The Problem.Of Tank-Infantry Cooperation,
And Coordination In The AmeFican 7 In Current War, April 1945.
As with many of these papers, no author, editor or responsible agency
is given. The document is important, however, because it contains
many, pertinent comments by individuals who worked in or with the
teama in the field. The comments were.-Made duinhg the war when the

9



organization, subject title, or. index. As a result,. the reader
is compelled to dig through several pages of material to find what

he is looking for. Reorganization of this series of reports would

defitniteoly- increase their value to the reader.#

Semirnar OnArmor - ,This report of a seminar held at Fort
Knox in Dtemr199i in direct contrast to the pper discuse

above. ltb is or gani.zed and Vwritten in a manner Which definitely
makes it tvaluable as a historical document. One of the sections

gives an exceefl1ent picture of theepoyetoftetnk-,infantry
team. The eonments and observations of experienced and qualified

personS' have been recorded very carefully,, givi ng the student an

excellent source of historical material. It is felt that the reports

of the various seminars and conferences held-on Arnor are extremely

important cortributiotis to history. In this report there is material

on the tank-infantry team as well as several other subjects concern-

ing armor. This material contai*ns the observations and lessons learn-W

ed by various individuals during the period when they were actually

performing the acts which are now regarded as history. The- reports

assume added signifcance when it Is considered that the ideas and

experiences of %he majority of these men will perhaps never be
recorded in an'" other place.

Tank.InWanr Coordination In The Mediterranean Theatre Of
erations - Thts ppri apparently a consolidatono the reports:

of subordinate itnits assigned to MIOUSA during the war. The subject-.

is "combat lessots". There is much valuable material -contained in

the paper, but i! suffers badly from a lack of organization. The

person who desirks to -use the reports must dig through them with
the hope that he 41 fndth prtcuathn he is interested in.

There is also a Jsck of editing. 'As a result of this, much o'f the

material is repetI.tious. In-spite of all thisl, the paper has *value

because it does rccord history. There is much information to be

found in the reports which is of value to those concerned with the
tank,-infantry team.

Military Encycloped ia, Italian Campaign~, Headquarters, 15th

Army Group. This document is an outstanding example of a compila- A

tion of the lessons. learned'during combat operations. From the mass.

of reports submaittad by subordinate units during the course of the

war the 15th Army roup headquarters produced the excellent sumaries,

contained in the excyclopedia., As its title- connotes, the book coveroq

a broad range of sUjpects which include -all phases of the mflitary

operations conducted by the armyI group. It can readily be understood
why his ook s reardd asa deinit conribtionto9te -hitor

10



Due to the limited use4 of armor i.n the Mediterranean Thea-m
tre the section on the tank-ifantry team is comparatively brief.
In spite of this it contaians-J'aluable information on the need for
proper coordinatioh and training of the team, standard operating'
procedures required, reasonfs for lack of proper coordination during
the war and suggestions as to the proper organization and employment
of the team.. While this information is identical or similar to that
found in other papers, it is significant that-it appears here-because.
it thereby- indicates that certain principles, and characteristics' of
the team were applicable in this theatre of operations as wefl as in
others*.

Tank-Infantry Cooperation- This report was written at,-The
Armored School and is based on the documents on file there. No in-..
formation is given as to whiLch section of the school was responsible
for its preparation. The paper is a compilation of a number of docu-
ments which contain information on the tank-infantry team. Most, of.
these documents consist of reports by individuals or units who were
actually engaged i"n operations in which the team was used., It covers
all theatres of olperations in which United States armored units 'were
employed -as we'll as employment of the tankc-infantry team in the'
Briti-sh, German, Russian and Japanese armies. This comparison of
the team in the various armies is unique and quite valuable. As men-
tinned before in this paper, it is fel1t that this type 'of report is
of definite value In that it brings together the most- important facts
contained in the numerous, documents on the subject. It is- not only
of convenience to the reader, but i0t also gives him the assurance
that at least one other person or agency has accepted. the informa-'
tion as being pertinent and authentic,.

Lessons Learned In Combat .- This is a seri es of notes made'
by Major Lawrence V. Greene.'OeT~itenant Colonel Lydon B. Cole, Lieu-
tenant Darwin K., Adams and Captain, Carl E., Key, all members of the
1st Armored, Division. The notes were made at the time of the Anzio
Beachhead operation and were sent by Major -Greene to his father_,
Major-General Douglas T. Greene, then commanding the 16th Armored
Divisi.- The i .nformatio n contained in the notes. is specific, well-
organized, and positive. It'-covers various phases and aspects of
armored warfare'to include the tank-infanitry team. No particular
organization is apparent, the offi cers reported on those things
which were the most familiar and imaportant to them.. This gives a
very in terest ing and pertinent group of notes. The one thing that
the officers did make a definite attempt to point out was the need
for more training Qf all types, pa4rticularl-y -in operitions which

11



sigifiantfator lies i the fact that the material was not solicit-

ed or cafled for by a higher headquarteS twa umitdOf h

initiative of the 0officers who wrote it*, There is very little of

suh :atralvalble., The re Isult 
is that much of the history

whch mcould hav ben rcorded has been lost.- This is an unfortunate

situation. The only method. of preventing it in the ftr st rsi

tute a program which will 
stimulate the interest of the soldier and

assist him in his efforts 
to record history.

In addito t heocmntS discussed above 
there atint 

ouere 
many

others which contai*n a limited amoant of informaion on the ta nk-

infantry team in the offense. They are excellntsore ocmet

of definite value tp the student or researcher interested in.a, spe ci

fic phas-e of the employment of armor. c0nsidering the fact that the

tank-infafltry team was -extensively employed in combat 
operations for.

the f irst time during World War 11, it is f elt that these documents

provde raher ompetecovrage of the subject. Also, it should

be remembered that this survey 
has..be en lIMietoTeAmrdcho

3t ispesumed that The Infantry $chool has an equally, complete storq'

of source documents where the emphasis has been placed on. the i-

fanitry member of the team.p

In addition to the more lucrative sources discussed above

there are severalote2tps 
of wmriting which conanhsoil

dataand nfomatin o thea-Anfantry team. Included among these

sources are the copyrighted books which deal with World War'Il, field

manuals,, lesson plans, manuscripts, scrapbooks, ataendpc

torial reviews. The information :=tntinedvre 
from the broad

picture to small amounts of unrelated detafil Some of them- provide".

bacgrun o *delig1t material which is important as an aid to-the,

reader in gaining a well-rounlded picture of h ujet Thfil

manuals and lesson plans do not c axtain historical data 
or informsa-_

tion as such, but whlen _it is consitered that these document s are a

condensation of all the lessons learxed in World War J1 they 
take on

sign ificeance in the f ield of historteal writing. The information

contained in books is widely scattered -and gives very little deta4l-

about specific subjects., 
The pictocrial reviews and atlases, as the

other material1 mentioned heres serB to complement the other types~

of historical writings and infonfl~ton4

SIAMARY AND QNGLUSONS

During the years between World Wars* I and II the lonig, and'

sotiieiif-esratherbitter-strugle"beween t +he supporters 
and non--
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W cooperation between tanks and infantry.. As a -result, very little
training was scheduled in which proper emphasis was placed on the
traiThing of tan-k.infantry teams.

Soon after the initial comitment of American units in North
Afri:ca it was fully realized that tanks and infantry units must work
closely together in a fully coordinated team, It was also recog-
nized that tank-infantry teams must havffw eiaj tv&U g in copd&-
tion, Coordination, onrol, communicatios" ndvarious other matters
which ensure perfect teamwork. This realization caused a flood of
comment and -requests for more train-ing of the teams before units
entered combat. Along with this came intense interest and great em-.
phasis on the subject.

Inevitably, this emphasis resulted in a comparatively large
amount of material being written on the taink-infantry team. At
first this was found in the-form of combat ,inLterviews, observer rem-
ports., and reports by field commanders. Theqe documents cover ali
phases of the employment of the team, including the offense. They
were eventually gathered in the various headquarters and schools
and, at present, provide invaluable source material for the official
histories,2 arti"cl .es, unit histories, f ield manuals and other forms
of writing on the history of Armor in World WIfar I,.1 There is little
organization within these documents and many of them- are repetitious.
The student researcher, or historian must "ldig" to fi*nd his material.
An important contribution to' history would be made if the various
agencies and schools which -hold these documents were to initiate pro-
jects to consolidate the material found in them.

As soon as the tank..,nfantry team began to plan an important
part in the operations of World War II the fact was reflected by the
entries in the various unit jodronals, operation and after-action
reports-. It is here that all the details of the various actions, are
recorded. By the end of the war a tremendous volume of this type of
material was available for use as source material for the various
types of writing which constitute the history of World War II. With-
in this is found the history of Armor and the material on the tank-
infantry team.

4, As the war progressed and eventually ended there were various
articles written on the team which were intended for publication in
the various service Journals. These articles a're generally excellent,
They contribute measurably to the picture of the employment of the
team in the offense as well as many phases of its organization and
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use of backgrounid material, sunmaries, conclusions, recomnen d

tions, illustrations, diagrams, pictures and maps.*

Since the close of the war the- ch ief contributions to. the

writ Ing concerni ng the employment of the tank-infantry team in the-

offense have appeared In the form of the. off icial histories pr e-

pared by the Off*ice of the Chief of Military History, 
the reports

of var ious, boards, and a few articles. The histories are -intended

to be the -official history of the war and thus give a detailed,

thoroughly documented account of the various operations and cam-

paigns. By necessity the emphasis is at a high level, usually at

the division. It can readily be seen from this that no specific

subject or organizationn such as the tany,-nfantbr team can be em-

phasized. For the student this is a basic1* history. If he has the

time and ability he w:Ll recognize t he materlial which concerns the

subject he is intercsted in. WhetherI he is able to form a complete

and well--rouMdel p.icture of *that subject Cepends,'once more, o i

ability to i*nte;s-pret the basic histori's. a&w.I recognize the lessons

to be learned'.

The reports of boards which have sur-_veyed the various phases.

and aspects of the employment of armor provide a. contribution to

history which caunot be 6verlooked. In several of these there are,

sections which dea'l with the tankr-infazntry team. The material is
facualanddetild. It does not record historical dats_ as such,

but the remarks contained are bas--_ed on the experience arid 1; laowledge

of the members of thA'-e board. Thiese officers were chosen on the

basis of their knlowledge and experience in the field. Their com-

ments reflect the hilstory which has been written as well as a large

amiount of that which has not been written.

OONQCLUS IONS

In final su=mary of the material which -is available at The

Armored School on the su-bject of -the- employwment of the tank-infantry

team 4x* the offense the following conclusions have-been drawn:

1. That due to its prime importance in the field of employ-

ment of Armor the sfo-ject of the tank-qnfantry team has been com-

paratively well covered in the vari1ous types of historical writing.

2-, That the subject is treathed -in all types of historical

writing.

14



4. That there is a definite need for a comnpilation of the

documents held in the files of The Armored School to produce a paper

-which provides a thorough and complete study of the employment 
of

the tankpinfafltry team.

5, That there is a need f or a special study to be made

which will. cover all phases and aspects of the tankwinfantrY team

during 'World War 11I

REC(oMMEN D A TIONS

1. That The t-nnored 6chool initiate a request to the

Of fice of the Chief of Military History for 'a special study to

be made 'on the employment of the tanko-infantry team in World WAar IIL

2. That The Armored School make a study of the employment

of the tapk*4tnt Y ttam Am speettt q 0penVti~tIs*I

3. That The Armored School institute a project which 'will

insure the proper organization, editing and. compilation of the variouq

documents found in the document center on the subject 
of the tank-m

infantry team,
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CHAPTER 3

THE EMPLOYMiET OF THE TANK- INFANTRY TEAM IN[ENS

the question involved in this* chapter is: "Has the data
regarding the employment of the Tank-Infantry Team i*n defense during
Vtrld War - U be en -properly recorded?".1 It is fe lt theat it is an
lAportant phase of armored w*arfare in spite of the fact that the
rol~e of the Tank-Infantry Team -during World War II was in general
one of attack, breako-through and exploitAtion. In the future, cirf-
cumstances may very wvefl dictate that the team be used in the defense.,
There is a distinct need, therefore, that the lessons learned in this
field during World War II be thoroughly and properly recorded. They
should-and will be, used as a basis for instructing and planning for
future 'Operations.,

'En searching the various sources of historical xaterial, it
was. foundtg'aat most of the material on the subject is in after--action
reports a~d research reports. Much of the most valuable material iLs
found in tiae Research Reports prepared by the students of the. Advanced
Armor Off icz.r's Course at Fort Knox, Kentucky..

"114th Armored Division At Hatten-Rittershof fen" by Committee
No., ,(The rmored _si~ioolMa-1-0-This- report oovr lipae
of combat. tUe-portion dealing with the Tank-Infantry Team 'in defense"
is thorough, !actual andwell-organized., It considers every phase of,.
planning and etecution of the defenise down to the smallest details.
All levels of abrnmand down to platoon are discussed, including the
as signment of stators of fire, avenues of approach, preparation of
positions,, route3 of withdrawal, and secondary positions.

"Use of Afmor in the Dfen~se" by Committee No. 30, The Armored'
School (FFKoiFtckMy l95O), This report gives the reader
a complete picture of, an armored unit. in the defense, It 'is very com-
plete with all phases of the defense including logistics being con-
s idered and discuss,%d. The Armored Commander on all levels of command

is given an exceliert pattern from which to solve problems involved in
the planning,.prepar~tion and execution of a successful active defense,.
While there is l-ittle iaterial in the report which deals directly with
the Tank-Infantry Te(I;-the reader is given a rather complete oiveralL
picture of the employmtnt of Armor in the defense.

"lbp3oymnt of Land Mines in the Armored Mobile Defense"' by
Committe&}I,6The A'e---l or no,1$l5.No papier

on the Tank-Infantry Teat in defense is complete without the mention
of the very important phaee of- defense which deals with the handling
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W phases of mine handling, laying& and removal; are fuly considered.
It-gives detailed accounts of-the different types of patterns used
in the laying of the -field and the effectiveness of each pattern
with 'regard to the defensive position. The effectiveness and necess-
ity of using this weapon in the defense is brought out very well In
this report,1

Another rather limited source of material on the Tank-Infantry
Team is the various documents which consist of- comba t- int erview's,
studies made by combat units, and reports from the field, An exampl3
i's a very short comentary on a single night engagement, whic h gives
an excellent insight into the use of the Tank-Infantry Team in action
against a determine4 attack, The paper points out a major def iciency
in our present method of laying a gun on a moving target at flight,.
and recommends a possible solution for overcoming this obstacle.

IS. Robert M. Gerard's"Trr Fighter Team", gives the reader
the opportunity to view the problems :involved in a long continuous
defensive action as seen through the eyes of the second in command.
This illustrates what can happen to the team when it loses contact
with the parent organization. The many special problems created by
such a situation are -fully described., The result- is a very iLnterest-f
i ng and valuable paper, on. the Tank-,Infantry Team,.

"The Cooperation of Tanks-with the Infantry Division." This
paper,, which deals with the BF3E tsh cnepts of bow the Tart-Infantry
Team should operate,, is an example of the type of paper which should
be written by an American about American units, It gives the reader
an account of the overall TankThfantry operation. The concepts as
propounded In the writing are similar to those taught by the United
States Armored Force. While -this'article deals with all phases of
operation, the portion of defense- is very well written and offers-
the reader ample opportunity to frm his own conclusions as to the
specific problems involved in each defense action.

"Reortobat Experienices and -Battle Lessons, for Trainn
Purjpses."l While- this document -covers all phases of .action, one sec"53
tion gives some valuable inifoimation on the use of the Tank-Infantry
Team. in defense and retrograde movements, Each- arm of the combined
team is given. specifi1c mis3sions with the work load being distributed
evenly among t-he different groups,.

The paper discusses the advantages of determining the vital
areas in a defensive zone and then forming strong points on those
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SUMMARY

The bulk of the specif~a material on- the -subject of the Tank--.
Infantry .Team..in-_ the def enseisf ound in reports, prepared by com-
m .ittees of students in the Ar4tired Officer's Advanced -Course at The
Armored Schooli, These repotts ate coimplete and well organized.% They
add matetpially to the History- of Alar ini World War II.

The basis for the reports mentioned above is the wide fileld
of histlories prepated by the Historical Division,' Department of the
Aray, 4tmit histories, after action reports and unit journals.i These

sources contain m-any isolated references to the Tank-Infantry team
which must be 'dug-rout' and interpreted by the researcher or student.,

In addition there are several documents written by various
individuals which are based on combat experiences and interviews.

These, too, provided background data- for the research reports. The
documents vary widely in length, quality and value. Individually
they do not add greatly to the picture,.,but as a whole they are of
definite value.,

XN CLUSIONIS

An analysis of the historical writings of the Tank-Infantry

Team in the def ense has indicated thiat the subject has been compara-w
tively well, covered. This5 is primrily due to the existence of
reports prepared by conrittees of the Advanced Classes at The Armored
School, These reports make this- subjEict unique in that ittis one of

the very. few specif ic subjects concerning the History of Armor in-
World War nI which has been properly covered. Of course there are
ample opportunities for expansion. -A more complete analysi~s, inter-*

pretilon, and summary of all the recorded 'actions which involved the
Tank-Infantry Team in the defense would produce a study which would
be an invaluable contribution to the history of Armor 4

Fina lly, it must be remembered that the Tank-Infantry Team
was f irst employed in combat during World War'. II, andI that duie to the
rapid and continued advance of American. armored units, it was seldom.
on the defense, As a result ;of this, the field is a narrow one-and
the amount of basic data nec~ssarfly- limited. It is interesting and,
comforting tpo nte.ta,4 -a -result of research directed by The

Armored School, the subject has been comparatively well cQvered.
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CHIAPTER 4

THE ENPLOYDAENT OF AR1,',OR IN FORESTS

Upon approaching the tak of makinga ricaanlsso

the writing concerning-the employment of arm,.or in forests, an

attempt was made to find the answer to the fundamental -question

of whether armor can be advantageously employed in forests and

heavily wooded terrain. Then the available papers treating the

subject wore assembled it was obvious that very little has bean

written on this phase of the employment of armor. It appeared

that, to date, no attempt has been made to consolidate the avail-.

able material -on the subjoct and to produce a paper or series of

papers which will cover. it thoroughly. As a result of this initial

observation it was decided that to find the answer to the question

stated above, all typs f historical writing- would have to be

searched andvaluated.

During the search it isoon became evident that the bulk of

the material on the subject is to be found in reports of 'various

types and articles in military periodicals. Tho most -significant

of these reports'and articles are'discusdsed below. Other writings

which give a limited amount of informatiOn on the subject, but.

which are not of particular value'are discussed in general terms*.

Armor in The Hurtgen Forest a Research Report of Committee

Numb er '7,"Ofier0A00i67CureThe Armored'School, 1948-*1949.

This report is concerned with the operations of the armored units

which were engaged in the Hurtgen Forest Campaign'. In for'm it is

what can best be desc'ribed as a combined combt~t narrative and after-m

action report. It is -written in a namer which gives the reader a

omnplete picture of the action involved. 'In spite o-f the fact -that

the report is detailed a cnd, in places, rather involved, the student

will rind it an excellent source of materia on the subject of the

employment of armor in forests. The casual reader will no-doubt

find the report rather difficult to follow because it is written

for the student who is in search of material on a specific phase

of the employment of armzo

In addition to the detailed acoount of the actiorts involved

In the campaign, the report contains sections on the employment of

tanks in fo restsa in which specific principles are discussoe In

this manner. the ommitee has not only recqrded a segment of history,

but has listed and discussed the lessons learned. They have inter-m

preted history by using incidents to 4emonstrate how the various

tactical principles and techniques wire employed. This is of
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the report al6so includes a sunmnq of the carpaign as well
asZ concluuio0-no dawnon the various p-hases of'-the employment of
armor in forests.. These ,sectionts are also of part icular. value be-M
ause they are, in actuality,' interpretations of the recorded
facts. whiob onsa~tite history. These interpretations by a group
of officers, some. of whom; have'unloubtedly- had combat exprec
with -armod-units , are of positive value as a contribution to
the. histoty of 'armor, They have studied this particular subject
i n detail and have come to conclusions which should be recognized
as having authenticity and value*

The appendices of the report include terrain stud ies 'of
The Hurtgen Forest area, United States order of-battle, Gerizan
order of battle and- maps. The value of this supporting material
ijs obvi1ous4. -It is well pres ented and serves to round out the
paper in a proper rmaner.

Combat Command "R% 5Sth Armored Division Operations In
The 'Hurtgejn Forest byCaptain'Kenneth A. ees hs- is a monom
graph', prcpared by an off icer while he was a student at The Armored
School In 1946# As intendedi, it is a omnbat narrative written by
an-. individual who was, present during th 1cio0 ecibd h
reader is given a clear -picture of the type of action which -took
place, the general enployment of the units involved and the prob6,
lens encountered. To rouni out -his. paper the authorI included
several conclusions which, are of interest to the reader as an'
interpretation of the small bit of history which has been dewo
scribed.o While this monograph Is comparatively well-written and
properly. organised, it is of limited value as a historical paper
due to* its brevity*

Attack Through Woods by Lieutenant Colonel C. H. Calais.
This i. a very short paper in -which are listed many of the lessons
learned by the 3rd -Armored Division thile operating in forests.
No historical examples are discussd, but the paper is. defitnitely
of value because the material containel has been based directly
on the observations made by various Individuals -while actually
engaged in fighting in forests.a

Forest. jif4_4pgby Lieut-enant Colonel Milton Le Rosen,. An
exoeflez'~TlIW"1ei'biacombat* veteran in which the subject- of fight-w
ing in forests is covered from an infantry viewoint. All. phases
are touched upon wit 'h the reault that the reader is given an excelaf
lent picrture of the techniques.:end problems involved In thisj type

a



Perhaps tho greatest' iqortance. of this article is that it serves
as an excellent model upon which to write a similar article from
the viewupoint of armor.

In addition to the reports and articles discussed above
there are several other types of wiriting which contribute to the
history of the enployment of armor in forests in World Wlar II*
The various unit histories contain copious amounts of' data and
seine narrative covering -the engagements which involved righting
in forests. These historios, however, vary greatly in quality of
writing, organization and authenticity. It can only be said, then.,
that they do represent a definite source of data on the subject,.
but that it is the responsibility. of the reader to determi~ne the
value of the particular' history he is reading.

The official. history of World W4ar II which is in the
process of being prepared by the Office of the Chief of Military
History also contains many excllent refbrences to and accounts
of armored units fighiting in forests, but, in moDst cases, the
data is-,rather fragmnentary. 'When the series is copleted there
will undoubtedly -be several detailed accounts of the various
actions which took place in'the forests of Europe. Thd"se accounts-
make no attempt to sumarize or interpret the historical informa-o
tion and data- given; that is left to the reader.- The histories
hold little interest for the casual reader, but they do represent
an excellent source of welloporgani-zed, carefully edited mterial
for the student of armor and armored warfare whether it be in
forests or elsewhere.

Another source of purely factual historical data is the
after-mact ion reports, operations reports, intelligence reports,
unit journal and combat summries submitted by ar.mored units dur-w
ing and after the war.* It is these documents which form the basis
for a large share of the history of the war. They contain large
quantiti'es of data on all subjects inc luding the employment of
armored units in forests. This data, however, is of value pri-.
wrily to the historian, 'researcher or advanced student. To ob-w
tain the complete picture of an operation or any particular Phase
of it requires a large amount of time and considerable knowledge
and ability on the part of the researcher.

There are also scattered combat interviews which touch
upon the subject of armor in forests. They are of definite value
as the recorded imjpressions of men who have f irst-hand knowledge,
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these interviews are not documented. or authenticated in any way.
They are merely pieces of paper found in a file drawer which nay
or may not have value. Unless edited, compiled and preserved in a
more permnent form they will eventually cease to be of any tgreat
value as a source of historical data,

All other sources of historical mterial such as books,
pamhlets,. atlases and pictorial reviews contain a limited amount
of material on tho employment of armor in forests. This material
serves chiefly as background or incidental informtion rather than
specific data on the subject.

In attem-pting to find the answer to the question of whether
armor can be advantageously employed in forests it was noted, pri-w
manily, that the amount of material available on the subject is
rather limited. The most complete paper wvoas found in the form of
a report prepared in 1948-1949 by Research Comm =ittee Number 7 of
The Advanced Officers Course at The Armod School. This report
is comparatively wellwritten, properly organized, factual and
omnplete. It is a valuable contribution on the subject of the
erloymaent of armor in forests as well as to the history of armor
in W4orld 'W-ar Ii.

The monograph on the subjecat, due to its very nature,. is
of limied value. A series of such papers, comiled,. edited,,
sumarized and evaluated would be of -considerae value. 'Apparent-s
ly no attermPt has been 'Mado to exploit this excellent source of
historical data.

There are two articles in Military periodicals which con-w
tribute -to the store of material on the subject.* Both -of these
articles are excellent. They are very well written and of interest
to the student and casual reader because at the end of each article
the material is interpreted in the forma of conclusions drawn byr
the author. Fortunately, in each case, the author is an expert.
enced off icer -who has recorded a segment of history and has then
gone on to point out the lessons learned.

In addition to the types of writing mentioned above,, there
are many historical writings which give facts and background mterim-
al on the subjet. Included'inthese writings are: Unit histories,
official histories prepared by the Off ico- of the Chief of M1ilitary

liecerpot. h ni-isoie -ar rAtly in-0quality andIf
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The official histories are excellent overall accounts of
the various campaigns and phasos of the war* They give the reader

a rather detailed picture of the action based, generally, at
division level. Information on any specific subject such as the

encloymert of armor in forests must- be "fdug out" by the interested
person.

The vari-ous reports'are extremely important asl the basic

source for almost all of the recorded history of the war. For the
student or casual reader,* howrever, they are generally too detailed
and involved to be of nuch interest. All of the above sources
might be regarded as basic material which records the facts of
history, but makes no attempt to interpret -it or point out lessons
learned.

Field manuals;, manuscripts, lesson plans and tactical

problems used at The Armored School also contain information on

the employment of armor in forests This information is very

limited and general in nature as contrasted to that available on

other "special operations."' Nevertheless, it. is felt that this

type -of material has historical significance in ta.,at it is based
al most e ntirely on'the experiences of World idar II*

Finally, the various books, pamphlets, pictorial histories

and atlasee contain a type of historical information which should

not be overlooked. This informatio n is of definite value in the

rounding out of the complete picture of the war and its various
phases and aspects.

CONCLUSIONS

The questio1n of whether armor can be advantageously

empl1oyed in forests *as not fully answered. The material avails-
able indicated" that it can be employed successfully, but that its

use involves much speci:al preparation and precautions. There is

.a fundamental need for more than the ordinary amzount of coordina-
tion and cooperation betwueen armor and' the other combat arms;
especially infantry. It appears, then, that there is a pressing

need for a thorough study to be made of this subject.

For some reason,, the subject of thoeneployment of armor

in wooded areas and forests has been avoided or at least given
little significance. It is not within the scope of this paper

to'determine the reasons for this,, but it should be pointed out
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should be mqade to brin.: 7 about a thorough understianding of the dil'fi- '
cultie& i nvolved and methods to overcome them. A thorough study of
the subject would provide a basis upon whiht pa tanngpo

ga.This program would place the' proper emphasis on trainin* o
individual]s and units-for operations in forests., The foresight and
preplanning invol1ved in such action might very well be of prime i*m-
portance during the campaigns and operations of the future.

'RE COWMENDA T IONS

1. That The Armored School prepare a complete study of the
employment of a rmore d unUts in f orests during lWorld WNar II.

2. That The Armor*ed School initiate a request to the Off ice
of the Chief of MiTlitary History for a special study to be made on
the employment of armor i*n forests during World W1tar II,
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CHIAP E5

ARMOR- IN N IGHT OPERATION,11S

Most off icers and non-commissioned off icers of Armor rely

chiefly on two sources for tactical doctrine concerning their aim,.
Any infomation which is found in the "Seventeen -Series" field
manuals and in the instructional material presented at The Armored
School. is nonmafly accepted as being the last word on tactical opera-
tions with tanks. Because of this it is felt necessary to examine
these sources and to compare them, with other existing writings on

the subject ofrmor in night operations. In so doing it should be
possible to determine wv~hether or not current field manuals and iLn-
structional material are based on battle tested facts learned, from
World War II,

Tank Platoon And Tank Company, FMf, 17-32, contains a section
devoted to the discussion of night operations with Armor. The
writing found here presents a sound but general explanation of the
techniques to be used when operating tanks at night. Paragraphs are

devoted to the general purposes and characteristics of night attacks,
the use of artif icial illumination, conduct of the night attack,
night attacks during exploitation and night counterattacks., While
the manual does not attempt to explain why certaiLn principles should
be applied, the techniques it sets forth are in accord with other
available information on night attacks with tanks during World War II,

The Armored School presents a unit of instruction on night
attacks which consists of a one-hour conference foflowed by a three-
hour practical exercise in the field. The prob'lem is3 based on the

employment of a reinforced tank battalion in a limited objective,
night attack. While the tactical principles illustrated by this unit
are'sound, there are several deficiencies in the method. of presenta,-
tion. Firstr, the conference consists of a general discussion of a.
highly specialized operation, This could possibly leave students
with the impression that night operations with Armor are mere oddi*-
ties and of slight mportance., Secondly, the entire practical exer-
cise is conducted during daylight. This procedure makes it extreme-
ly difficult for students to visualize the employment of all those
extra, control measures wihich are so vital to the successful execu-.
tion of a- night attack. Apparently The Armored School gives this
subject a low priority.,

Field manuals and lesson plans are based almost entirely on
recorded historical fact and on the experiences of the personnel who

write them., These publications, therefore, are excellent sources of
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and lesson plans is an accurate indication of the amount of inforraao-
tion available. on any particular subject. A second factor which in!-
fluences the. content of manuals'and lesson plans is the 3importance
which current policy makers attach to a particular phase of tactics.

A4 study of current field manuals and lesson plans indicates
that while the available material on night attacks with Armdor is
accurate as far as it goes, tIs aeia ssanty. In add it ion,
it is apparent that current policy makers attach little importance
to night operations with tanks. Both these factors are undoubtedly
results -of the hesitance of American "Tankers" to attack at night, dur-
ing World War II,* The following dis cussi.on amplifies that lack of.
knowledge evidenced by American soldiers. It also discloses that
other armies are not so prone to overlook the value of night attacks
with Armnor.

There are several documents' on the subject which were written
by. American authors. Some of them, still highly classiLfied, pertain
'ostly to technical developments made'during and after World War U.,
Other documents cover principles of employment on various levels of
cotma nd. Some 'of these writings are well authenticated and thorough;*
oth~irs are monographs and unidentified combat reports. Typical ax-
ampl-4s of the material available follow.

Night Fighting With Tanks, produced by IHg., st U9 S., Array in
1945 i]Qusttates, by use of combat examples, the employment of a rein'"w
forced tnn opn i h ih attack, The material found in this
document ~ interesting and presents some sound tactical principles.
Unfortunately, the author is unidentified, and there Is no explana-E

tio ofth prceses he-used to gain his iformation,* Since it is
impossible tt, determine whether the lessons set forth are based on
eye witness %counts or on he-arsay, the validity of this writing is
open to questt,-.n

Armor Ir The Nih Attack, published i6n April 1952 by Committee
#33, Officers' Avne Class, The Armored School, is an outstanding
exmple of. well dcumented, valuable writing by American authors. The
committee approacht 5 the subject of Armor in .night operations by Ul-

lustatin thoe prciples stated in existing field manuals with om
bat examples from Wcnld War II. In addition,, the writers draw -con-= 7
clusions f rom the his-4ori1cal. examples they use and from these con-
clusions derive tactic~l- lessons., This work is typical of the kind
Of writing which is neeted to formulate a background for doctrine.
At presenit such examples are all too rare.,,,



they have rarely been employed." This rarity becomes increasingly
obvious to the student as he, examines both the official and unk-
official records of' the war. As an example,' the 104th Infantry
Division, an organization famous for its night operations, apparent-
ly never employed. its attached tank battalion- during those engage-
ments. This is the impression gained when reading the Unit H istory
of tint. division. The publication fails to mention any after dark
operation 'in -which tanks were used,

Night Attacks? The Effect In World War II-is a monograph
which was prepared by Capt., Albert B,. Landis in 1947. He describes
several night attacks which were executed by Armor. Among these were
operations by OCA, 2nd Armored Division and the 28th Squadron, 6th
Cavalry'Group. This monograph is constructed generally along the
same li"nes a's the committee report described above although it-is

less detailed, In it the author points out the necessity. for the
employment of Armor at night during pursuit and exploitation. 'He
emphasizes this necessity. with the following quotation:

"Night attacks by the team should be stressed* If condi-s

tions permit, our forces should-attack twenty-four hours'a day:
the necessary rest'to be obtained by rotation of units. Rest

ireaIVe-fod and sleep for the advancing soldier is

victories. Once the enemy has been jolted off balance, every'"-
thing is, to be gained by maintaininig relentless and unceasing
pressure."

While t his comment may be a little. oveardrarnatic, the author's
poi.nt is well taken. No pursuit or exploitation is of value if it is
to be broken off at sunidown,. It is unfortunate that more officers do
not share Capt. Landis's enthuxsiasm. His paper, while limited in

scope,* is of def inite value to the student of Armor in the night attack.

While American military authors have been generally reluctant
to comment on this subject te Istrca Iiin Department of the
Army,, has not ignored it.''The -historians in that organization have
long realized the importance of coflecting Cand preserving the ex-
periences -of the Germans in their battles -against the Russians, There-

is much valuable material to be found i'n the records of those struggles,?
The studen't of Armor will do well to study those publications of the
Historical Division which are 'related to the employment of tanks.. A
good example of these writings follows,

Russian Combat Methods in World War 11 devote s several pages
to the.desriptionof-tankbattl. ondu ted-bytthe-Red Armyandthe
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of kettle drunms as the two main forces clashed. Gun flashes from all;
around ripped the darkness at'night throughout an extensive area.
For miles armor piercing projectiles whizzed into the night. in all
directions."

Another article in this' publication is devoted to a small
scae tnk-nfatrynight attack which took place southeast of

Uzlovoya.- The account of this engagement, while not so vivid -as the
one above, is of more direct value to the American "lTanker". The
action is more nearly on the scale used -in American tank attacks at
night. It is worthy of note- that the techniques employe d by the Red
Army during this action were identical to those advocated in PM 17--32..

Several of the high commanders of World Wa r II -have published
memoirs of their campaigns. Since these writiLngs are all on a high
level, there is little direct information concerning night attacks' to
be found-in them. Two American commanders, however, did disclose that
they-realized t he need for a thorough understanding of these. opera tions.

Wair A s I Knew It by Gen. 'George S. Patton., Jr., contains this-
pointed o b s e rv~ation: "Soldiers must be taught to-move and fight at
night. This is becoming more and more imperati've, and it does not j
mea n to make, anapproach miarch at night. It means -to conduct lethal
operations In the dark,,"-

A Soldier's Story by Gien. Omar N, Bradley. test if ies, through
combat example, to the value of making a direct frontal assault during-
night operations. This maneuver is now accepted doctrine, but apparent-p
ly its value was not completely understood during the earlier days of
World War II, Gen. Bradley, tells of a battalion of the 34th Division
which, while fightiLng in North Afri.ca,, attempted-to make a wide en-
velopmnent during a night attack., After several hours of floundering
around in the dark, this battalion made a spirited attack on its own 1

assembly area. The moral'of this story is equafly applicable to Armor,

It i s in the field of, periodicals that the scarcity of material -
from American sources is most'_pronounced. Although both The Militr
Review and The Cavalry 'Journal have from time to time published art-i-
dles on the employment of Ar4mor at night, for the most part t he 'writare
of these pieces have -been foreign soldiers. Luckily, American editorst,
if not American. authors, have'realized. the'value of such writ ing. Wit
out foreign- contributions the periodicals 'ment ioned above would be prapc-
tically devoiod of any material: on the subject.
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a rticle he expresses -his vi.ews on the training necessary to achi.eve
proficiency in night operations. Also, by.:drawing_'on combat examples,7
he illustrates the various principles pertaining -to, the- employment of

aroratnght. Lt,?,Col. Dunca4n chooses.for his illustrationanih
attack conducted by units o f the 30th Division and the 743rd- Tank, Bt-
talion.

This is the only article of its type by an American to be found
in The Cavalry Journal.. Apparently the editor of-The Military Review:'
also recognized' its.-importance since it also appeared in that publicaA ..
tion. Because of its excellence as well as it s rar ity, thi s writing A
is a-splendid example of what is needed. It cannot-be' overlooked as
a contribution to the History of Armor in World War II.

Further examination -of periodicals discloses that while Amerin
authors have overlooked this subject, such is not the case 'among for-.f'
eign military writers, Both The Military -Review and The Cavalry.Journal

contain articles on Armor in the night attack which were written by
Russians. Most of these contributions are general in nature and henc,-.
of little tactical. value. Also, their authenticity is dubious since
there is no way of identifying the authors'. One article, however, is.,
worthy of special mention in, that it, illustrates a method of writing
which urgently needs' exploitation by American military writers.

Tanks In Night Combat by Nichola s- Corotnef f appeared in The
Cavalry J-ournal in 193. n it the author des5cribes two night action:
one conducted by a reinforced tank battalion, the other by a -rein-w
torced tank platoon., The actions'are clearly described and t -he lesson~
to be learned from them are discussed :I n textbook fashion. Making due
allowances for-national Pride and possible injections'of propaganda
this article retains some value- as a contribution to the- History of

Armr n tatitgives a clerpcure of the Russian methods of tank
employment in night operations. Its-greatest value, however, is not
ILn it8 own content but because it makes an excellent guide for simi.-
lar. types -of writting by American authors,

?he lack of writing on Armor in night attacks would lose some.
of its importance if the -United States Army could be guaranteed that
its future opponents wil always be weaker in manpower and airpower
than its o' n force Is.I Under -such conditions ight attacks could, possi! ''
bly be' considjered novelties rather than necessities., Unfortunately,
no such guarantees are ava ilab le., It. is. certa inly; proba ble tha t in
event of a conflict in Europe, American sold iers will find themselves,
struggling against an-enemy who'has-final and absolute'manpower superi-!P
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Two more possible sources remuain to be discussed, After
Action Reports and Unit Histories. No one' can deny that these
publications contain a wealth of potentially valuable material.1
Yet in their standard forms they are of little worth as contrilbu-
tions to military history. This' content ion is based on the diffi-
culty -and danger involved in extracting lessons from them. As an
example, in order for a student to determine the available material

on Armor in night operations, he would first have to discover,, pro-
bably from some outside, source, when such actions occurred and what
units participated in them., Armed with this data a diligent stu-,

dent might be able to extract tactical lessons. from After Action
Reports or Unit Histories.

An additional factor must be considered. There is a danger
that the inexperienced student might completely mi-sconstrue what-he
finds. After Action Reports infer rather; -than state lessons. On one,
occasion tactical principles might be violated with impunity yet the
battle still be won. At another time complete adherence-to princi,-
ples might not prevent defeat. After Action Reports and Unit His-

tories, however, malke no distinction between violation and obedience.
Only t-!-he experienced military historian would be- abl.1e to do this and
to properly extract lessons from the reports or histories'.

SIDWARY AND CON CLUSIONS

Among documents at The nrnored. School the best material on
chis subject i Armor in The Night Attack, a -committee report by
students of the Of~ficers' Advanced Class. This writing presents a
c-omplete discussion of Armor in night operations,. It not only states

prniles but :amploys historical examples from Wo,1rld War II to justif

these principles. Writings of this type, are valuable contributions
to mili-tary history; they are lucid and thorough, and the le-0ssons they,,
derive a're based on sound historical fact,, It is a pity that this re-,,
port is such a rare example,,

The -work clocne by the Historical Division, Department -of the
Army, is also worthy of special mention, While this organization has
aot to date written a- pape secifially devoted to Armor in the night

atcRussia n Combat -Methods in WItorld WVar II does present material
on that subject shich w,%ill- benefit the student. It is felt that the

witings of the i-istorical Di'visIon sh&uldl receive -more publicity thaq
nas yet oeen granted them0  An examination of the publications of t--his5
organization indicates that valuable ilitary history is beiLng pro-
duced;- this fact should be more widely empha si1zed by the armyw
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worth any special study, especiaf.ly since most of the material they
contain has since become common knowledge. Certainy as long as
these writings remain inaccessible because of their security'classi-w
f ications, they will contribute little to military history.

Periodicals render some service to the History of Armor by
their coliection of material from foreign sources. An outstanding
American exception to the general scarcity of home-,produced articles
is "Tanks and Infantry in Night Attacks", This'contribut-ion appeared
in two service magazines and is worthy of note not only because -of its
rarity but because of the sound factual information it contains. With
this'exception most of the writing on this subject was produced by
foreign authors.'

Neither After Action Reports nor Unit Histories,, as such, are-
worthy contributions to the History of Armor. The necessary informa-W

tion is there., but it must be processed to be of value. This process-
ing should be done by experienced historians who will attack these
writings with the idea in mind of deriving lessons from them, Once
this is done and the results made available to military readers, the
reports and histories -can then occupy their proper places as contribu-t
tions to military history.

The writings of high commanders have had'little to add to thes
subject of Armor in the night attack. This is not surprising when
the -levels of these writiLngs are considered.' Few General Officers
could afford to spend time on the, minutiae of night attacks.; that they
recognize, as Patton did, the necessity for such operations is suffi-
cient., The -material produced by these authors is certainly of value
to military history in general, but it will have little in! luenee
on specific types of operations&

FM 17-321) the only f ield manuaal which touches on the subject,
is sound as far- as it goes. It is 'felt, however, that more detailed
material should be presented in this manual. It is the principle
source of doctrine and techniques as far as the lower levels of command
are concerned. The soldier in the field relies chiefly on this manual
to supply him with immediate answers to imediate questions. For this
reason FM 17-32 should be expanded to include aUl the pertinent in-w
formation presently available on Armor in night operations.

A study of Armor "in night operations as based on the History
of World War II indicates several conclusions?, First,.Anuor wias sel-w
dom employed by American "Tankers" in the night attack. Second, there
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It 'is- felt that this neglect ma Y prove to be dangerously
shortsighted. In the future American -Armor can ill af ford to, over-

look the advantages of surprise. Against any enemfy surprise will

help reduce casualties; against a strong enemy surprise is essential

to success. One of the surest methods -of obtainitng this principle
is the employment of tanks in the night attack. It is i'ndeed a mis. -

fortune that American comanders will have so little background
material to study.

RECOMDATIONS'

In order to overcome the present def ic iencies with respect

to the History of Armor in World War II.. it is recommended that the,
HisorcalDiisinDepartment of the hrmy, initiate a special pro-

ject. That organization should undertake a thorough study of the
operations of Armor in that conflict and f rom this study arrive at

conclusions o* the value of present techniques and doctr ine. The

results of this study, complete with historical examples, should be

published in pamphlet form and made available to all military stu-0
dents.

TO be of any worth historical writings must convey lessons

f rom the past to the students of the future. This is particularly
true of that history -which concerns military operations. Few soldiers;

study history merely to gain general information; they do so to learif

lessons which will increase their professional knowledge-. Because ogf

this it is believed that pamphlets on tactical lessons inclvding
historical illustrations of those lessons would be pf great value to

future generations of American Soldiers.-

An examination of the material. published by the Historical

Division proves that this group is capable of producing the desired

writiLngs. The material on hand is well written,, accurate and corn-

pletely devoid of any attempts to sermonize. Since the average pro--',

f essional soldier is untrained for this type-of writing, it is belieyrIw

ed. that. the employment of experienced historians is the only solutiop-,.
to the Problem. In view of the urgent need for work of this tiature,

it is recommended'that some such project be initiated as soon as

possible.
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cHAPTER6

,!RiOR FT -COLD vRrn OP&mRiGIS

To make a critical analysis of the historical matecrial

aalable on t-he subject of Armor in cold weather operations it was

necessary to first choose a basic reference point. The necst logical

approach was believed to be an examination of current field manuals

on this subject. These publications contain specific details boased

on the experi'oecs of ta large nmwiber of11individual1s, and m-ore im-porta-

a,1nt., they are ba,)se-d en the entire f ield of historical tvT iti*ng. Ther e-.

f ore, by evalucating these mnanucals and -by c cmparing the hi"stor ical

material available in then -ruth that f owid. in various pape rs on thc

subj*ect, tws-.possible to de-term:ineo the vailue of these publi cain

as contributions to the History of iarmor in <o"rld "arI# For that

reason these manuals whi'lich contain informilation on the employmecnt of

Arm or in c oId wea1-t her o per ati*1o ns are. dis cus secd beclow,.

Operations In The &'rctic, FM 3 1-71, is a basic m anual on

thei tact~iic_ripleyuoflt of thecomr-bat arm_,s wider conditicns of ex-

treme cold. L._ ith respect to Armor the manual describes in detail

such- subjects as tank traff-icability, ice crossings Atrth A.Tor and

vehicular maintenance.# In addition, tdsusstepann n

preparations necessary for the successful operations of A rmored

un.its under arctic conditions.

FMA 31-71 is valurable as a basiQ, reference on the subject.

From it the reader gains a knowledge of the tre mdous problems
enconterd whn emloyig-tnks in vintae In addition to the

Presentation of these problems the manucal petnts out sor-o of the

solutions -which mvay be employed to surmount them.

The Basic &'rc tic M,11anual, rf M3-0 is of -Value only

as a reference on the sub&ject of individual survival in the arctic,

It c ontains nothiing of interest concerning the use of tanks. Be-

cause this nemnnl does present a picture of the arctic climate, it

m-ay be consideod -as being of s,-ol' worth as backgr und material.o
It adds nothing, havcot h aeilcnenng Armor vw~hich

can be found i*n PFM131-71.

pp2rcaions In Snow,- And Extreme C.o FR 0-% spri1.mariELY

a m.anual devoted to the training andl mploymient of ski troops.AS

far as the student of 4'rior is concerned, this m- anual is in the sanie

class as FM1 31--70. It is of slight v-alue as background material but.

presents nothing of interest on Ar1mor in cold weather operaions*
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Tank Platoon and Tnk C, n$FM 17-3 2, is recognized
bay most students of Armor as being the "Bible" of L.'small unit tactics.
ThLis manual discusses in great detail practically every phase of the
or-.'pl.oymont of tjhe tank platoon and com pany. These who usc it- as a
refecroecexpoct to find inform~ation on oev subject related t o the
tactical opecration of tanks. Unfortunately, the reader ,,rho exwpects
to gain information concerning the empoymeont of tank incoldwe athe
All'11be disappointed,

The manual paints the picture of cold wether ope-ratoswt
too broad a brush. Such an approach is dlangerously insufficient. In
the first place., the readers, of FM1T7&32 ar._ c not concerned wiath
generalities; they need specific detnils ccncerning the npleymeLnt
of their ta-_nk, their platoon or their com.,panmy. Secondly, the opera-
tion of tanks i'n cold weather is highly spDcizalized and' calls for
expert knowler~dge of exactly how thec weather i ging to effect the

employment of. f ull-tra-1.cked vehic les. The noir plato~on leader or non-m
CGinm is siJoned officer requires a clear, detailed account of her, to

emLoy 4Arm.or 'in col8d iweathe-,r f ight ing. The manual does not fulfifl
this need-1. Field manuals, it is true, arc-, supposed to be guides f or
clear thinkoing and not substitutes focr it, but in order to be. good
guides theay must centain ens..ugh informtuiont oenable the reader
to get a clear picture. In th.i-s ±'spect R.I 17-32 is w!,ealk,

1i exci-,ninat ion of the documents conccerning em7,oploymeint of
"iirier in cold mceather disclosesa clue to the scarci 'to f mater ial
on the subject to be found i*n exis tiLng field manls.,, Offi"cial
wrTitings by 4cniurieans are few. This is indee-1.d di,,sc oncerting in
view ' of thej fact that11 United sta.tes Al"rod Divisions and smaller
Arnared units played a -vital -role in the-winter iw-arfare w,-,hich took
place in Europe, True, some information on tin subjet can be goa,,1ne-d
from ,After lAction Reprts and Unit IHListri4,esbut the t i)-c t -rens.,

that 4all too few 4mierican rmilitary n'witers have chosen to. discuss
the lessons learned concerning employmennt of ta"_nks in winter operations.

('n analVysis_ of the mn-ore taLlportant, unc lass if io-_d dlccuaeonts on this
subject fofleers.

nrmor Undcrer verse C-ond-itions, a rpo-,rt by Comm_1i-ttee- #3,s
Of-fi ce r s' Advanc G"lass,'The 4Armored chool, 1948-492 is on out-
stan--ding paper available at The Armored Schlool on the sulbject of
Arm 'or In cold werather' operations, This report discusses in detail,
the emaployment -of the 2nd and 3rd Armored Divisions during the
J.%dolnnes Conpaign, It Ln views the operatioso these divisions from
the standpoints of terraCin , weather and the encmy situation "O-th
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S$me idea of the importanmce attached by this ccrmiitte to a
knowledge of the techniques of cold weather operations can be gained
from~ the f ollowing quotation.

"fIn the stity of the facts surrounding -the enployinent of tw;-o
United States Armored Divisions, whic h fought in the Ardennes Czam-paign,
trio cir'cun stances stand out clearly. These. are: the severity of the.
weather conditions. and the intensi ty of confusion woihich existed,
throughout the camipaign."

This report is the m.ost fully docuacntod, un-classified
docunent written by imerican mi Jlitary wri.'ters on the subject of Armor
in winter, Other 'writings concerning the training, tactical emiploy-w
riont and possible effects of recent develoynents wmith respect to the
operation of tankcstin cold weather do exist at The Armored School.
Each of these docirxents does contain inf ormatioCn of value to'the
student of Anncred "Warfare. Si"nce they zare classified, how-Iever, they'
are not avallable to the averqgereae ttoeVwa rnFr nx
Thus3 they cannot be considered as general contributions to military
history. - At s ane f uture date -whlen these- docun..ents are s tudied,.
evaluatdd and their contents made available to all mi"litary students,
they m.ay become valuable addcit ions to the lesscons lecarned f ran ; orld
tjar- II, but at present they contribute nothing because of ztheir in-
access ibi0ity.

In addition to the ritings m.e nt ioned above there 'is an
article by Lt. Cot. Delk U.~ Oden, Armor, -which appeared in the Militr
Reviewr in January 1948. This contribution 'ill be discussed in"7more
detail later in the chapter.

Because of the general sparsity of material from knorican
sources on the employment of Armor in cold weather operations, and
more important, -because of dirXe indications that laerican "Tankers"
night s oon be in urgent need of additional inf orm atio n cmthis subv-
ject, it wras felt that an examination and' discussion of the avail-
able f oreign viritings wvas necessary. It should be obvious,, even to
the casual observer, htSmeizis oldier* might werll expect to
find thcxnsclves operating under extreme winter or semi'-arctic Con-
ditions.. The role'of the tank in such operations cannot be ignored.
Its value has been -proven in combat, Since American Military writers
havlne a3most .completel neglected tin stbject of Armor- in- c old -weather
operations, it becomes necessary to explore foreign sources.

Two experts in the field of operating tanks iniiter are3
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The Germans began the camapaign in Russia as rank amateurs
in winter warfare. In fact, it was only because of poor planning
and poor logistical support that they becme engaged- in cold weather

operations at all. Had everything gone as schedul~ed, they would
have conquered Russia bef ore the onset of wdnter. Due to Planning
and logistical f iascos,. howrever, the amateurs were forced either to
beccne experts or die.

TheSovets o the ethe r hand, wore by birth and train ing

experts on c old wveather operations *They thoroughly understood
both the capabilities and limitaticns of tank employmrient inywinter.
Their tracks wovre* specif ically- designed to enhance nobility over
ice cand snowr Also, of' course, they were keenly asre of the
te,5rif ic dam=,age inf licted on German morale by a climate f or which
the. invaders were ill prepared. In short, the Red Amry possessed
all the traditional adivantages of the defender.,

The tbattles fought in Russia were engagemenmts betwecen milim-
tary giants. On one side stood the Sovriets possessi:ng a terrif ic
advantage which their. opponents alnmost, succeeded in overcom.,ing.
On the other side wejre the Germans whohouhte aldinthi
maission, made noniurental achievements by their struggles.1 The fact

that they a3most defeated the-Red Amry is a lasting tribute to
their nilitary ability. Thus, lessons based on the battles betw,.een
those two, opponents are of 'groat worth. 'They can be f ounded on
hard fact, not theoy conjecture or expment. -

Now7, that our frmer allies are potential enemiie s, it is
doubtful that they can be counted en in the future to furnish cnch
material on the subject of cold we ,ather operations. There are$ to

be sure, several articles by Soviet authors which have been published
in Ameri-can military periodicals. SeveralI of these are discussed
later in this chapter.* tn ad.'ition,, a f ew? reports fran attaches and
de-serters are on hand. In general, howvever,, it must be said that
Russian sources of iLnfomation on inter wi-arfare -are scarce*

Fortunately, U afutful source of material' on the subj ect
is still avEilable and is presently be ing exploited. This source
is the large nxaber of Germ.an soldiers of all grades rhfo fought on
the Eastern Front during i;Jorld Wa~ar II -and vrho nowi reside in tin
Allied Zonew of Gernany. Were it not for the cooperation of sane

of these men, the student of tInner in c old wve ather operainwol

find himself in difficult straits.* Due to the f ores ightedness of a

Low 4)me rican soldiers., however., the cooperation of our late enem ies

servd. he estof haitcuent avilale t.Te -4rrnoredSchool
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;Jafar I th Fa Nrthby t.Gen. (Dr.) Vf -;aldcar Erf urth

might at f irst glance be consideredueesb h ten o fAror.

Tere-port deals primarily 'idth Artille-ry' and -Infantry vrinngfor

operationinold weather. 'It lzesent5 no tactical lessons o

Aorat is vlab eens.This is tie only availa,ble article

wv~hich therougfl-y discusses the Vita polmfmrale during

ccrabat -under cold weather conditions$* Teato eoe ra

deal of space to describing that brutal impath wit wich thD

rdonotoflous,snow",covered wastelanlds 0of theNotobatdvitht
solder fom tmpato zones. This article also Points otta

the natives Of such regions thrive on the sane lmitles loneiess

whchdrve ivaders distracted, il hepobr ah s ict

relations to tactics, it is one with 'hihvrycon 
nder shiiJSJ

beccoe familiar. This is gxticular)ly true of the Americafl eade

whos natvelygregriou tropSmight beexpected to re act eVf

mor volently against Arctic condit~l hnddteGras

Comat n DepSnowr by Dr. Lethar Rendulic (Gem. Oberst)

is ~ a aloIn sm vale to he ericat "Tanker" who IS interested

in te eployentof Amorin ussia. This author points cub h

suj~riOrity of the Russian T-w34 Tank overteGraPnzrwh

respect to mobility in deeop snow. hil Ge. Redulieiot s

directly concerned wivath describing theopjerrationofA orheds

that arm some se-srvijce byl jlustrating the Soviet "Tanker'5" vixlw

of wijnter as an advantxage rather than anobtce

Efets Of C liate on, CM batoin FrpanRussia, a Dcyart-

nent of1t AruyM istorial Study, is a goodsorc-orsaeof
the brader oints Of -Armor doctrine Ofwntreplomnt.I

dsuss at great lenr-7th the various seasons inThopal1usi
and.theeffet p eac ennoblity. This vwritingismnngu

to th Amercan sudient because it enables himto Isulz

clmt hc s far more severe tahis own. The article also

ilsrtsthe effect Of such 
a climate on routes of ecrin -unica

tion. This is a factor w.hich the nrcn acsoeda ei

to plentiful al-w-eatVher roads , night beinlind Ofovrlookin

his study of Russia. For thse easns henorkis o valueto

the1 student of Armor in cold 'weather oprationsctethuhi

does net discuss the tactical emnploylnent ftns

Panze r Leader by Gem. Heinz Guo'erian is perhaps the maost

famusof llthe Grma bokswhch deal vath the olperation of

fan.er uringIYorld Wr II. ith respect to Armor i seult

The sudy g1 of G dute-ran hr a see oefsiaigta h

studofr Guerin te tctiian
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Guderian is perhaps: the greatest living' expert outside
Russia on the subject of Armior i*n c old wneather -operations. The
lessons from his. book are based on hard,tz1tter, personal knowledge.,
gainted from Lighting the "Reds" at their best and their worst.
frue,- in his book the author does not conc'ern himself writh the
em.Lployment of snall units; h is outlook, naturally enough, is far
broader.* Yet he knew the problemis of -the small units for they
became his problems.- The portion of his book wuhich deals wu~ith
Russia describes his conscientious struggles to overcome 0 those
problems. For that reason the. book is of m.ilitary'as wrell as
inspirationial value.

Gudrian f ocuseos the attention of evernmilitary reader en
the most difficult problem of all in wvinter operations w-,ith Armor.,
that of logistics., He ponnds hcm.e again and again the fact that
under -such- conditions any commrander, regardle.1ss of his tactical
brilliance, is foredoomed to failure unless he keeps his lines of-
com munications open and -unless the supplies f low if reely. The
reader inmediately realizes that an A rmor ccnam ander is hcaunted by
ti-in s Pectres in wrinter. One is the urgent need for addlitional

equimen andsuplies; the other i the difficulty of obtaining
these needs*

Thidle reading Panzer Leader the military student learns
to respect, the Russian W1inter. He becom es aware of- the tremendous
problems -of logistics and norale. He lea rns to appreciate the-
necessity for freedom. of action on the part of smiall unit leaders,
and he learns the -grim misery inflicted on combat troop,-s w-hen
higher headquarters s it back and trxy to control such operations
fran "ivory towrers" * For these reasons the value of Panzer Loader
as a econtribution, to the History of Airie r in ;World 7arII cannot
be overstressed. It is. unfortunate that some Anerican author has
not achieved this level.

Other sources, After% Action Reports and Unit Histories,
have not yet been discussed. It cannot be denie, of course, that
aong than- can be found a plentiful Supp ly of m.aterial on the sub"-

ject of rmrior in cold w,,eather operations-* Becatse of the structur
of these reports and! histories, howerver, it is exceedingly di f fiJ-
cult to distill any tactical lessons franM them.e In order to do so
the student must f irst discover whtat units. participated in cold
weather oooratien. Next he -has to deter-nine the dattes on -which
such actions oc curred. Af ter doing, all this the- stud ent m.-ust uwade
through a maze of operations orders, troop lists and ether irrelevant
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tactical lessons. Their onphasis is on- the "1Who" and "hn
ra-)ther than on the. "1How" 41or "Uhf.'

For -these r-easons Unit Histries and After Action Reports7

-a suhcnno rig--htf ully be considered as contributions to the
His tory of,.Ar.or in World 'far JI; They -wili be of value in this
respect only af ter experts studly, evaluate' and Present the lessons
derxived fram t ha in s ome usable f orm.

Frntine o-in mlitary pridicals publish articles

whA-ich eoxeplify the history thcat can be manufactured from Af Zter.
AJLction ]Reports and Unit Histories. Because of this such publica
tions do me-3asurably c'ontribute to military haistoy In addi'tion3

period.I'icals are valuable vehicles for con ovytng ;.ilitary history
because -they reach ca f ar greate-,r portion of the rea-3ding public- t

than do either A-ftr A ction Rep,- orts, Unit lHistories or docunentso

Tusane of the articles a-ppe-aring i theoepubolications arece
authenticated.-, Also, sn of them. are .ritten by r authors who 'are
mere interested in proviang some perso'nal rY,,nt of honor than in

preducizig tactical lessons. In spite of these drawbacks, 'howemver,
peidcl annot be overrlooked as potential sources of -military'

history*

A 'lsearch of the priodicals for lessens oh Axrm"_.,or in cold-
W~-1ihr operations inmdiatelr ri isc loses one fac. 'oia
authors have bden remiass * &,.mczarination 'of mn any is sues of The
1 11 tary Revie2w, The Cavlty Joural-Iand Armor prodluced onl one

c-11t:4l on this subject byrcan zamuriqan.

"The 4th Armored Division in the Relief of Bastog~il by
Lt. Go., Delk IT. (kladn uwas publAished in the 'Jhnuary 1948 issue of
The IWliltarr Review. * Unfortunately for the studly of Akrmor 1n11Cold
eat her 'ertions this author wars prinarizly cocerne d with desaw

cribiLng tn0 methods cnployed by the 4th Annorced Division in efecting
the relictof Bastogne. He. touches only ca-sually on the rblm

tip1,Dosed by mowc~ and ice and howi the 4th Art ered srone hs

prxoblems. t wiould be unfair to criti.cize Lto, (3d.,l Oden for such
an omissi. On &nce he hiad another rpwpose i nrmind The ar ticle wvould
have bee-.n ca b~ktor contribution to history, hower, ,xqhad ho m.ale

soeattemprAt)t extrcact lessons for Armor in, c old romathor fran the
described operaiono

A un ique -%SperCtctf periodicals is the re-latively plentiful
supp)ly of contib#4ons -fran.Russian authors* Some of these are.

artileswhih wo-set i durng he rienlie das of194-43



to contribute the lessons they have learned', 4nerican n.ilitary
editors have had the wvisdomr to use whatever material they could
find.

Obviously, there i.s no check on the reliability of these
Russ ian wrritings * It twould' be. dangerous to as smne either that
they present. tactical lessons wrhich' the U.S. Army should blindly.
accept or that they necessarily express current Red Amyi doctrine*
The m,,.ost logical approach is to exam.ine them in the light of
othe'Lcr available infoniiatien on the -subject, to accept those lessons
which do not conflict and to rese rve judgon_-ent on any material
wh-Aich, is que stionable. In any ecvent, reg-arless of their authentici-
ty, these article s do present f ood fonr th.omr4,:ht to the student of
Armor in cold weather ope ratios

"Red Army Tanks in -Wintor" by.N l Cortef ws Published
in The Cavtlr Journal in February 1943, This artic.le ivpriarily
devoted to a discussion of the te-chniques oemployed by Rod Ary
"Tankers" i"n overcom.ing the technical_ diffi-cul1ties imposed by ice
and snow. Meothodls of cold weatUher mraint on.: ace are describecd with
emphansis en the care of suspension systems . From. that standpoint
the rarticle is of value- to the student of Armqor. It pla1ces proper
wigEht on a- vital sufbject which is all toe frequently shunted- oside
for the. more g lamorous dists sion ot tactics.

IT-ank Attacks in Uiter" -by Col. V. Saushkrin appared in
the Fe.bruary 1948 issue of The Kil1:1itartReview_. It is by far the
best of its ind in the f ield. The author describes the actions
of a Red Arm -y-Tankel.-nfantry Tea ri as it attacks a 'villageoheld by
Gerraans * The assault waes conducted by a reinforcb~d battalion over
terrain wi.1hich the defenders, much to their scxorrow 5 had -considered
to be untcankablo. This artic"le is of particular value because it

so vvidy ilustates Weo points. One is that a sma-rt, a"ggrsie
small -unit loader can frequently turn obstacles into advwantages9
The other. is that duriLng the-" Russian winte'-or no terrain can be safely
conz~sidered to be tntanlcflle * &Reqprints ,--:Ltniis w,,riting should be
issued to every s tudent at The A1 rmore-.d Sehejel

The article nenrtiened above, -and to a lesser deyeeo, the
one wr-.itten by Lt4 Col. Oden, serves to Jillu-strate the ecxtraction
of historical less8ons :by the properx interpretation and use of Afte'r
A ction Reports and Unit Hlistorica.o It 'is indeed unfortunate that
more attem~pts such as this, especially by Iaerican authors, have
not been mad, There can be no doubt- that dur-ing the course of
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won. Yet few recordls of these victories cnn be found. In spi)3-te0
Of the fa1ct that valuable leS~ssoscould ha-ve- been gained frcm such
acticns, tknerican military w,,riters ha-ve been reluctant to extract

"Soviet Views on Winter Ofenso" by 1i aj. Gen* Yanovs ki was
published in 4ril- 1949 in The Dl ilijtary Review. This ar-ticle dis-a
cusse s the iroblcn Of Armlor en ployricnt in winter frca-abroad V3.OYw
po,1int. It covers ina general mannerz Red Am-,y methods of egiploying
the einbat arm-s in cold weather cemnbat. ThiJ~le the rwiting is too
broad in scope to be of tactical value., it does illustrate the
importance of loristics~t h emadro ro iigcl
weather operations. MVi*itarxy critics hve accused the Soviet's of
being indifferent te thcwnceds ot-their trozpJso .This. may well be

true th ariclbeIshwee, any contention that they viw the
needs of Airmor ith any such indiffcrencec
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SIVMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Th general the best American -writing an the empioymnent of

Armor in cold weather operations as based on lessons learned frap.

World Wi.ar HII s to be found in existing field manua:Ls and in re-w

search reports by students at The Armcred School. The mostacam-

plete field' manual on the subject is Operations In The Arctic,
M 31.-71., Other mqanuals, whilje they present nothing opposed to

accepted doctrine, are too general and too'sketchy" to be ofP much
value.o Thisis particularly true of FM11 17-32., Tank Platoon and

Tank Ccany

The best rosearch report vwas found to be "Armor Under

A&dverse Conditi ons'" by Commnittee 3 ffcr'Advan cCas
TheArord Shol,1943-49-, This report, by use of historica

exam ple, illustrated rmany lessons for Armor. The vrriting is of

greater value becauscf in addition to giving a running account-of

the Ardennes Campaign, it extracts principles for the cmploymenit

of tanks in winter f ram the operations of two American Armored
Divisions during that wdinter battle;

In addition, there is at The Armored School a wemalth of'0

classified, material relating to the subject. Co.-_i-ttce repoorts,

iLnterrogation reports, letters fran commaanders in the field and

information frca Red *Amy deserters are all en hand, It is felts

howe.rver,. that AS long as these reports re-main inaccessible, thecy

are useless -as c ontribut ions.

The istrcalDvsoDepartment of the A=my, has

re-ndered valuaible servi*ce inrecording_ some of the lessens, learned

by the Geman. Army during its ill-f ated camaign in Russia.& The

topics of Red Amy tank operation in Tw=inter,, tlm.offects of Russian

cliate on -mebility and the m.anif old poblemis of logistics w,,hich

confronted the invader are all'discussed in the publications of

the Historical Di*vi*sion. The value of these wrvitings. as historical

rmaterial cannot be overstressed*' It is to be hoped that many mere

of thcnm will1 be published.

A4fter Action Reports and Unit Histories. are readily

available at The Armiored School. No doubt an experienced military

Student could make good use of them in drawing up lessons for Amr.r

Little of this has been done, howriever, and until it is, these

publications cannot rightfully be, considered as hi storical contri-

butions except that in Ad limited sense they pre;:sent a chronological
account of World War IT.
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As far as unofficial books a.re concerned,0 the only one

vortWv of note is Guderian's. Panzer leader. Fort-unately, this

biography is a valuable contribution to the study -of Armored

Warfare. Nowhere else can be found the graphic, personalied

descriptions of wv.hat the commander of Armor in cold wieather

o perations night hatve to face.* This book certainly deserves

consideration as. an importcant contribution to the History ITOf

W1orld Woar II.

Periodicals are a~rmost com;.pletely Ndomn.ated yfoeg

authors as farx as arti0cles of Ar m or i cold weather ope rati*ons

is concerned. Unfortunatoly, *it is im.possible to determaine the

authenticity of such ritings, but stince they do Fresent tactical

lessons. of value, they cannot be ignored cas sources of m.ilitary

history. The best of these writings f~as "41Tank A4ttacks -in I/inter"

-which appeared i,*n The Mil-itary ReviewVT This one article conta:'ins

a suaaation of all1 the tactic al lessons to be learned on the

employment of AIrmor in Winter. Other articles by Russian -authors

contribute some information in the wamy of broad aspects of tank

operataion and the logistics problems involved, but -"Tank Attack's

In WUinter"f is by far the nest valucable of the lot.

The conclusion is i"nescapable. Ais 1far as the subject of

cold weatheor operations iLs concerned,, m ost- of the Histor y of Armor

from. World YRar II has been derived fran foreiogn sources. There is

no 1"nmorican counterpart of Panzer Le-ader or "Tank Attcacks In

WO*inter"I, but one is sore ly nFeodad. Amlier ican Armor, cane into its

ow;,n during World W'ar II; it def eate,d aexpe-rts on the ir om home

grounds, and it played a key role in gaining the victor; in

Eurp. Yet the lessons learned fran. these exploits can novr be

fo,- und only i n f ield m anuals and commipittee reports. !Mh of the
eprence gained bysaluit ocomanders in combat has been

completely lost to posterity@,

This would no--t be so unf ortunate were it no,-t for the fact

that Aror's future role in war will be oven more decis ive than

that in W-orld W1.ar II. Only a f ool could. fail 1 to realize the role

of Armor in modern warf are. Yet th is arm whose fiture is, xnm

limt ,ed has to rely for Its doctrine and historical lessens on

the eff orts of a few f oreign vuriters and on an even scantier nunber

of Americans. Such a condition is dCIanger ous* .Most of' the lessons

learned are based-on the experiences of scae six of the many, americani

.Anored Divis ions wic h f ought in Eur ope. ;What of the othears ? D id.

t.heir experiences bear out or refute what vie nowm.- accept as sound
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RIM"91U ZjENkh)TTION S

In viewj of these serious deficienciesinauteniatd
valuable, historical wr-iti'ng by Sgerican authors on LArmor in cold
weather operations, it is recommeinded that experienced nailitary
istorians be placed down wvith the tank companies and battalions
now , Lighting in Korea or with those units which naight patrticipate
in som.e future wanr. These historians sho-uld be charged, not writh
recording the day by day sequence of events, butrwith jrcsorving
the lessons leal-rned by the men iwho employ Arm.,or in combat.

Such wtvritings should also be passed on to etherr experienced
-military historians -who A"rll have assigied the m.,iss ion. of evaluat ing
them, comparing them with each other and consolidating the findings.
It must be emiphasized that the-se consolidating historians 'should be
experts in the fieold of military history. 'They wrill be required to

study a m ass of secmingly-% conflicting information and to derive
frau their stulles lessens whichAl be of value to junior off icers
and noncomm, iss ioned off ic ers as wrell as to senior comm-ianders. The
inexperie-nced amateur cannot perform such a task.

Finally, the findings of this board of historians should
be miiade readily available to the general military public,. In- fact,
they should be made requi-red reading for all officers. This does
no t n mea,,n that historians should become the f ormul iators of nilitary
doctrine or that their findings should be forced on soldiers as
being the only -workable solutions. In short, while these tactical
lessens should be thoroughlyv studied and understood by all ecommanders7
those offIlicers should look on the lessons presented -as gides rawtha'
than substitutes for their oiln initiative.

The preseont forms prescribed for A"fte-r .Action Reports are
obviously not intended to convey tactical lessons.& Rather they are
intended for the preservation of data. Itj*may bea possible to ex-
pand these reports so that they will11re-quire- additional inf ormation
relating to tactical principles. It is felt, ho-werver1 that such a
s oluti on -i snot as sound as the preceding recomrendation. In tin
first place, no comamander in the field, nor any memiber of his staff,
has ti'n e to accomplish historical riting -while in comibat 4 

1 eodern
wac.rfare. demands full tine concentraC1tion on the jUL/at hand wvith
scant 13allowances even for food and rest. Secondl, if commanders cr
their staffs are to wiait util the appoarance of somae opportune
moment to write dow,,n their impressions, much valucable maiterial will

haebencrwedfemtei insbysbsqen-vet. eialy
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is doubtf ul that he could force himself to admit the errors he
migh_ t have made or to set dovti on paper thepsilfainso
loyal subordinates. Such candor wnould require exceptional
courage. In the normal man human nature p.robably cannot be over-w
come ec ven by an altruistic desire to preserve lessons for poosterity.

S study of the various biographies and -autobiographies witten after
;.orld War II illustrates the natural reluctance of comm.anders to
see or admit their errors.,

M,.ilitary history, if it is to be of value to succeecding
generations of s oldiers,, must be v -tritten by m.en who are- tmhenpoed
by -the c hain of c rr. and. The y rmus t bec c om.,ple t ely f ree to .sect Jf-or th
their findings ritbeut regard to personalities.a Such wv..ork dntail
observing the field of battc le wth complete detachaent. It i*s
hardly possible that any soldier vw-ho participates i*n such battles
wo uld bec ab le t o d o so.

At first gl-ance the '-above rccrivxri-.dation may appe-ar to be
a wrishful cattemnpt at empire building. Such is not tho~case. In
actuality it is a crime~ to allow the hard-learned,$ costly lessons
of ecombat to pass into oblivion. Thiis negligence forces each new
generation of n litary leders to learn, for its elf, the- hardiway,
the seli'sane loss ens that wore lear"ned in the pmste. :horicmn
soldliers can no longer afford to pay the price of such lessonis.
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C HAPTER 7

THE Si.PLIENST OF 'LIGHT AIRCRAFT

IN THE AWRI~OED DIV.ISION

Light aircraft wore initiated into out gftoud forces to
be used f or s potting artillery L ire, however they were success-m

fully employed on many other missions. In h rmrJ.dvso
light aircraft became a vehicle for ocmnand, liaison, ad re-w

connaissance; and at the close of World War II toey enjoyed the

praises of everyone who' had employed thorn. Were-the history Of

their employment arnd the lossoens learned adectuately7 recordedoo

To find the answer to -this question research wias con-,

ducted in the library and doctment section of the £rmcred School.

Though not expected to be a rich source for material on this

subject, i Utwas felt that the need de-finitely existed.itght
aircraft, such a vital vehicle in the'employment of Armor, is
of interest to all students of that branch.

The writings consulted that wore i'n battle narrative or

personal account style may be discussed ian a. very feow words.
After action reportsfrmlhitris o ;v mWar Iunit
histories, and writings about artillery mentioned only briefly

or infecred the em ployme --nt of lig-ht aircraft. In these battle

narrative and personal account vwitings equiyment of this Itype
is qxute _naturally undiscussed except rt-hero such ecluiv-ierit plays

a docisivq role. Because of this writings of that nature weore

valuless 'as a source. There wrore, however, vwritings in. docuno--,nt

form and in miJlitary periodicals which discussed this subject in
varying de'grees of conpleteneoss.

The Genreal Beard, United States Forcqs, European Theaters

established at the end of hostilities to study lessens, learned in

that theater completed twvo superior reports pertaining to this stirw

ject. These reports, §p~d' of Organie At4lIpM:Air Obse~rvatir!,

and Liionircraf t-vi3Th'1roud Fore Uf3Iise ot a high standard
inrB 'ding the empoymet e TE military t*equipnent

and tec hniqce

In setting this-standard a beard of highly crrpetent
officers were supported by experience, questionaires fran the

fi"eld, and reports of subordinates. The subject wras covered in

the eyes of all interested -levels of con.Mand. Pertinent quotations
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pXr oxPio followVs:2

Extracts from a. discussion of cm bat oprations sub-f
ratted by the A'rtillery.,Air Officer of the 4th Armored
Division. are typic'al of operations in arnmored units in fast

M oving Situations. "Ever si*nce this division started its

rapid movements our cubs have been used to make reconnaissance
for the heads of eur colunns. This has proved to be one of
our, m.ost im portant jobs. We operate on patrol on a common
channel, and any unit is fre ocl nu irec t for inf orna-.

tton,,..',All of thc above are problems peculiar to only armored
divisions but I believe thant reconna3issance is a job at least'C
as important as our artillery iaork.ll

Tehistcry of light aircraf t was also traced in these reports
vuith the reasons for vaious' changes throughout that history.
Oonclusitz3 and recommendations were written vutch conf orm

aazingly writh official concept and doctrine published in postwvar
tables of equipoient and f ield manuals.

Other docuaents including Army Ground Force observer
re ports and articles in m litary periodicals provrided sources for
study of varied phases of 'thios subject* This writing vas normally
quite narrow wTiith a single type. or phase of enployment being dis-m

cussed, and this at some specific' level of comand. Observer re-w

ports told of the 'use of light aircraf t to lead task forces, to
assist in terrain studies trier to an attack,, to perfam route
roeconnaissance and liaison, and to. locate enemytans. sarch

of long duration through the m.any docum ents available wiould un-.

doubtedly reveal a complete lit6of pos sible typ es of emcalployme n t.

This in not satisf actory f or -tir casual rea der or the a-_veragec

student. In a like manner arti'cles in military peri.odica-ls iwore

limited in nuabor, scope, and vali lessons discussed.

Summary and Oonclusibta

* It wvas found that the writing done to express the lessons

learned in \Tforld War II concerning the mployme nt of light raviatiftn

in the armrcored division has received relatively insufficient at-m

tention.

Only one author,. a board of off icers, hais expressed those
l1essens i ariting available to the general n.iltarz edr

recorinoftelsosithusoflgtarrfwihhe
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Though the many uscio of -light aircraft are of ten mentioned
or infeuwd, ki other writings, these writings failed to giv the
complete picture. Articles i periodicals, unit and campiign
h-istories, and personal accounts arec all in this category.

It is f elt that a need exists for wiritings on the. history
of light aircraf t anid their employment in, the arnicred division
during -World WUar fl. This could be done satisfactorilyv through
any of the omnon medians. Tho' great need is to get the witings
to the general m ilitary reader.

NO0TES FOR CHAPTER 7

:Ist of Organic Artillery Air 0Observa,"tion, a study re
pard by theGeneral Board, United Staos Forccis, European Theater,

APO 408, l1945s p 21.
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CHAPTER8

THE-ORGANIZATION OF THE ARMORED DIVISION.

Due to the fact that the armored division was created,
developed, taught, and further developed almost entirely within

the years of World War UI, the writings which explain the changes
are of prime importazto-e. Today the division has combat commands,$

separate battalions,. an equal number'of tank and infantry bate
talions, and a logistical organization which differs from any

previous or present Americean Division. h* qetonit.Wr
the 'lessons of World War II, from which this organization evolved,

adequateoiy recorded?"

In determining the answer to 'this question the library and

the document section of The Armored Schopi became the primry

souroes, The card catalogue files of -these sources were screened,
and appropriate staff personnel were consulted to locate writings
on or- related to this subject. The material discovered by this
method mwas read, evaluated,' and then further evaluated as the re-e

search progressed. This chapter-will discuss the findings made.

The Historical Division, Department of the Army in a history

entitled The Organi zation of Ground' Combat Troops has recorded the

changes,. iibstantiated b~combaties16, Tin anjexcellent manner.

The history is complete and very well docum~ented. This documentation
gie nateticity which few writings po'ssesse and adds interest

by giving- the reader an insight. This insight helps the reader to

understand the men who made the final decisions along with the multi-

tude of problems they faced.* Thou gh.p rimarily concerned with high

level problems and organization, the history *is definitely of con-
cern and interest to omnmanders of all echelons. The' evolution of

our postwar armored division is recorded along with the reports,
corre-spondence, and conferences which gave this division -itsi present
o rgani zat ion; so met hin g new in our any.

A book, Forging'the Thund-erbolt,'* by Mrs. Mildred Hanson
Gillie, d4ealig lIfK tbof liited States Armor is worthy

of commnt,# Though-not -written from an organizational view, the
history of the creation and -development of the armored division i's
definitely outlined. It-.is felt that this. is the most valuable
paper of a general nature which includes the lessons of World' War II
and their inpact on the organization of the armored division. The
authenticity'of this book is detracted from by the fact that the
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Unit histories, campaign histories, after-action. raport s,

and biographies or war-time leaders reflect the changes in the

armored division. These, however# are not written to give the

reader the understanding of a secific problem or even of a pare

ticular field such as Armor. Their scope embraces specific.

instances or broader fields, and a reader interested in lessons

of limited nature must resort to Involved research to construct a

complete picture. For this reason books of general historical and

biographical nature are adjudged of little value to the casual

reader interested In this subjecto. The student or researcher will

ri3nd them of value as background material.

Military periodicals, a primary means of expression to mil-%

itary writers of all levels, were thoroughly screened for articles

related to this subject. The Military Review, published by the

Commnd and General Staff ZT '~ oudt eth nypriodias

Cal containing articles worthy of mention. The service Journals,

and more specifically the journal of Armor, were void of articles

pertaining tor this subj ect. A timely article about the original

organizat ion of the armored division was found in The Military

Review* In 1943 and 1946 subsequent articles were Fttnwhc

deal with the reorganizations which were based on the lessons

learned in World War TI. Included in these articles were a com-

plete sumary of the current organization and the changes made.

An explanation of the combat lessons which dictated the organiza,-

tion was included. The 'authors rortunately were experienced, rela-

tively senior officers well founded in their subject. These excel-D

lent articles are listed in the bibliography of this chapter.

In addition to the writings mentioned above there are other

documents available which include historical data and discussion~s

of the -organization of the armored division. Organization, always

a topic for comment, is discussed in almost all Army Ground Force

observer reports and spontaneous reports from thp field. These

reports usually are limited- to that organization found unsound or

most satisfactory under the circumstances of the unit reported upon.

They are, however, excellent. recordings of the lessons learned by

that unit, and when coupled with like reports of other units, give

a valid account'and explanati on. Though not inatended to become

historical records in themselves they ore of considerable value

4 lxl when studying this subject.

Another type of document of broader s cope, greater authen-

ticity, easier accessibility, wider distribution are reports and
studes f bords Reortsof oard coposd ofsenqr fficers
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The Historical Section, Artuy GrounForcesV*in a study -

titled The Armored Forces Command and Center produced a history of
Armor w Ihhsurps&sfl61T73Etaterta ound on this subi sot.

Tt is written by Professional historian, authenticated by thorough
f~wtotiigand organized for quick reference and ayraig

The history is conplete through 1943.- Some events and -developments
of later years are. included; however, the period. 1943 to 1945,, is

not covered in detail. Though not covering the complete history of

Armor in World'War II nor including the postwar organization of the

division resulting from combat lessons, the material prespented and

style- of writing is superior.& As changes in organization took place

the reasons for the changes; were recorded.* This enables the reader

to follow closely both the history and lesspons learned. The materi-

al in this study is or will be incorporated into the histories pub-w

lished by The fepartment of the Army; however, it remains the finest

writing on Armor that has been found -in this research.

The General Board,, United States Forces, European Theater,
in a -study entitled Organization Tactical Emnployment and Ecp~jpment.

othArmored Divsin trnise. superior study oftW sujc

ni'r7o'n the jlesons of World War II* The study concerns all

comand levelp. It gains authenticity from the ezpericences of the
memb ,erp of the board,,qcuestionnaires from junior officers in the

field, and the reports and. opinions of many subordinate officers.
The organization. of, our armored divisions, both heavy and, light,

was studied. The lessons learned in each division were enumerated.
The advantages and disadvantages of the two organizations were

weighbd in the light of these lessons. A section of the study was

devoted to indicating the task organization normally used by each

of the armored divisions in different tactical situations. This

gives the student, in graphic form, historical examples of the

flexibility of the -organization. It also shows the balance between
units of various types that experienoe h as proved the most satis-

factory for each type of mission. This study, supplemented with a
basic millitary knowledge, provides the reader with a compleate and

thorough understanding of the development of the organizat ion of

the'armored division as influenced by the lessons of Wlorld,War II*

Th is fact is substantiated- by the close parallel between the organ-m
ization recommended by the board and the organaization later apem

proved by Department of the Army for the postwar armored division.

Though not historical in niature,, two additional souroes re-p

flect the lessons of history* Postwar tables of' organiz;at ion, and*

more especialy field manuals dealing with the armored division,
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recoording of lessons -learned to date.' While not historical docu-
ment s in. the truest senise of the word, they do reflect the lessons

of the entire field of Armor in World War. II*

Suuuaary and Conclusions

It is. felt that the history of the organization of the
armored division and the, effect of the lessons from World WMar II
have been adequately recorded.* The history and lessons can be
found in writings of general distribut ion.

The Historical Division of the Department of- the Army, the
Historical Section of Army Ground Force's, and the General Board,
European Theater are authors of the -best writings- consulted. The

writings of these agencies are authentic,, readable, and complete-
within their scopes. The Department of Army has initegrated the
history of Armor into that of the other arms. Army Ground Forces

has recorded the history and lessons 'of Armor primarily apart from
the other arms.* And, the General Board recorded the history and
les-sons of armor in the European Theater.

Other histories and reportsvresent less reliable and more
limited information onthe subject. Unit and personal historiesa,
though writing about armored units and their connianders,, have

neglected an analysis of organization, the foundation of the unit.
and the design of the commners weapon.

The Military Review was found to be the only periodical

which incl uded o"t~l 3S_"n th is subject. These articles are excel-
lent in their coverage of the organization of the division. as it
existed at the t ime of writing.

It is f elt there is need, for a history of the individual
arms in the style of the study entitled The Armored Forces Command

and Conter prepared by Army Ground ForceF* The-study n reference
Tr8 5!e only through 1943, but it could serve as an excellent
base for a more current history, This ould become a continuing
program under Army Field Forces so that in eacoh arm there would be

readily available, sound reference to oontemporary history and its
lessons. The raptdity of -evento tpday. provides the need -for history

to be recorded and otadie4 as early asp possible.
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CEAI'UIR9

COMMBAN ~EMNI9OF AH4OB=) UITS

This is a critical analysis of the writings done during and.

after World. War 11 concerning combat maintenance of annored units4 .

In analyzing the historical data available on the subject of-combat

maintenance, one salient point' must _ be stre-ssed..4-he amount of

material available and. the method nwhcUi s enrecre.

To fully illustrate this point, two of the many phase's of mainten-

ance have been selected to give a cross secetion of the material

available. The quotations and. extracts listed represent the type

of writing that has been recorded in history on this particular
subject., All types of material have been considered including

after-baction reports, unit histories, documents, periodicals,
books,, conference and. board reports.

From the relatively few words that have been written -on the

suib ject, it, would appear that, mai nt enance o ccvp ie d a posei tio n o f

little importance in World Star II, Thae only material available. is

found. in fragmenitary form in writingscocrnn Wrd.Wr in

general. It has to be extracted in paragraph and sentence form

This widely scattered information makes it very difficult to gather

historical- data on. com bat aaintvnance., The Infornation, such as it

is,. presents the problems that confronted many units and in many

cases explains the causes and the methods the units used to over-

come these problems4

The quotations listed below- are typical of' the pertinent

yet very short squibs 0$f material found in the various types 0±'

historical writing. They illustrate the variety of sources where

such. information is. found.

.Therefore- It can be said hat misuse of equxipment and

lack of preventive maintenance through lack of knowledge were

the greatest causes of' material failuare; design weaknesses
wore not considered a serious cause. Colonel W.B. Sltwahter.

'"Bopert of Operations -In STOUSA"1 a report to the Ordnance

Department, 133 Armay (20 Sept 1944), P 32.

When tactical units were issued tanks-they assumed the

responstbility for maintaining ther.. This ogly addr d to- the

proble'ms of the line 'unit- commanders, already overburdenedl

with dties. Insufficient timep was devoted. to properly
training the personnel to d~ve an4ananteenwtns
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nature, could be attributed to the lack Qf preventive main-
tenance and to improper driving4 These faults included

1. Op erating tanks with tracks too loose, causing

unnecessary wear on the tracks sprockets, support.
rollers, and. the engine (first echelon and-driver fault).

2. Zxessive operation-of the tan in reverse gear
causing cl-tchrpateo failure .(first echelon and drivc
:fault).

3., Walking on rear deck of _tank -with muddy sahoes,
allowing dirt and trash to work down through the- forward
grill and lodge In the core of the radiator; this clt
down on the 'free passage of air and caused the engine
to overheat unnecessarily (first echelon fault).

4. Operating the tank in low gear for a long
period of time, causing the engine to overheat (driver
fault).

5. Coasting downhill witlh clutch disengaeged. (and
the transmission in gear) or engaging thc' clutch pait
way, down the hill after high speed hat)s been reached;.
this caused'the tranfer case to fly apart and the
clutch driving disc to-disintegrate because of tremela-
doun overspeed (driver fault).

"Notes On Maintenanei Agrd Drs agzn Frt
Knox, Ky: The Armoredl School, June 1944), p 39.

In fast moving situations little time could be -allowed
for maintenance and crews had. to be trained to use every
available minute. Col1onel Joseph M. Tally, 0, 4th Cay
@roup~j "Cavalry CDoments'" Immedliate Repoort No.. 7 (Combat
Observations 1t Aug .1944), par 26,, p 1e

It was a big- problem to perf orm f irst and second echelon
mainte~nance whamo needed. Ninety percen~t of mehanical ft ilures
were due to lack of preventive mai ntenance. Colonel Llc d, G0.
Buehler, MGS, f bsePrverVr flport FMO,' i.combzvt observer 1s5
report,p 315.0

Based on the dbove. extraets,, it appears that the Problem
in th earl staes. o rord WarII wsto-nsur-&hatthe ai
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To substantiate the fact that Preventive maintenance paidl
dividends the following extracts; are presenteds

It has been concludeda by nume rous observer reports,
Inspection reports, and after ..action reports, that units
which developed a consciousness of the necessity for first
echelon Preventive maintenance, afloted time to accompit h
It and released their vehicles for the prescribed maintenance
checks, had the lowest deadline. After.".action Rpr,4h
Armored Division, I Sept 1944, p 19.

Every tank or vehicle repaired4 in the field meant cac0
lees new one to be shippedl. Lt Col Randolph Leigh, 4WL~iliofl
Tons. to Eisenhoweor(Washington:0 infantry Journal Press,
rightin Forces Series,, 1945), p 92.

Another serto'u problem to be lons~jdordd was that of obtain-.
Ing and maintaining sufficient stock levels of spare parts. as mndi-.
cat ed by the following extract:

flue to the shortage of sopare parts, canibalization was
extensive. Some units reported. if- it had not beenu resorted
t6# deadline o6f Vehicles due to major Item shortages would
have reached a tre-mendous figure. The0 policy was that ct dro

'nce material should not be canibalze y usinguntude
any circumstan~es but it was done and constituted one of thle
major problems faced by ordnance units In h il. Rpr

of Operations In ZTOUSA,'t a report to the Ordnane Department;i
15Arny, 20, Sept l944i. p 1?.

SUMARY M 0 COOLUS 014

Th xrat rsetdao ve give -practically. the ent ire

picture of the recording of the nethods and problems Of conbat
maintenane in armored units during World War II.1 They record
the thoughts and experiences of the non who were dealing with con-m
bat uinit s.It is unfo rtu nate that so little has been done to
gather, edit andl intezvret the ma,.ny sctattered articles. Uost Of
the writtng on the subject has .been gathered above division-level
There appears to hiavie beeon an effort to collect ideas, recornmen"-
dations and remarks froma division level and below and to consoli-

date themn into reports. Thisp is 444e, no doubt to' the higher.

level1s having the available pc-rponnel and time to make more omplete

and readable reports.
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addition, the thoughts and experiences of many men who have broad.
experience in the field have not been recorded.

A -person dlesirin to learn something of combat maintenance
problems during World War 11 will not be able to find a comprevl-
hens lye and complete paper on the subject., The majority of to
reports. are written on broad. subjects, cof which maintenance is
only a part. The portions concerningmaintenae are in, many
instances, not substantiated by adequate backgroun or facts to
be considered as a base for sotind conclusions.,

in the final sumary it appears that combat maintenance of
armored units is a- special subject, vitally important in armored
warfare, which h1as 'been almost completely overlooked in the recordw-
Ing of history. This is unfortunate beoause the entire course of
an operation can be changed as a result of a lack of combat main'-
tonance. It is important then-, that a study be undertaken tuediate-
ly which will give the tank crewp;, junior' of$1,cers anl-d students of
armor a source from which they can learn thae techniques and prom-'

blons of combat mainatenance as taught by the lessons o±f World Wfar

NCO14MB1ATIONS

1. That The Armored School cause a study to be made on the
sublect of combat maintenance.0 This study to be used as a text for

the teaching of combat naintenance to studients of the schwol.

2. That The Armo red School make a request of the Office of
the Chief of Military History to prepare a special study on combat
maintonance of armored units in World War II,
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GATR10

TI~DZV~XPM~NTOF LOGISTICALORGANIZATION OF ABMOR

In order to make a crittoal analysils of the logistical

devlopment- of armor it is necessary to cpnsider afl types. of

writing dealing with organization of the new armored division,

This is necessary because lessons learned. during combat operat ions

In World War I1 were expressed. in many diff erent ways and. by many

sources. Therefore, -umit histories, documents, periodicals, books,

conference and board& reports were searched for information upon

which an analysis could be made.

Inediately following the end of World War II units were

requaested to submit recommendations and comments on improvunents

that could be made in organization. This included the logisti cs

phase, which is undoulbtedly one of the more important functions

in any type of unit. Valuable comments were submitted and many

of the recomendations were'eventually to become accepted pr cc>-

dures for the armored units today.

It is interesting to note how identical points occured in

many eprs even though the units submitting these reportswr
wi-dely separatedl geographically and the personnel unknown t each
other.,

The General B3oard,, US Forces, fliropean Theater of Operae-

tions in 1945,, was, probably the first of nmy high level groups to

take these ny reports, on recommendations and comments under study,.

This board gathered the material, to compile and consolidate before

placing it before a commnittee of experts from the various arms and

services. The comittee dealing with logistics made a stucV Of the

m any comments and recommrendlations before submitting its report.

This report is now recognized as an authentic and important docu-

ment. No 't all their recommencatiol$ wrere accepted,, but their fine

work is still used& as a guide to study thie development of' logistics

as a result of combat expQr-iences. Many studiesu and reports of

later date.'uised the General 11oard,- US Bbrcas, STO,a a 'basis for

their findings because it is apparently roecognized that this boardl

met during an ideal period., Their commentos were recorded while
things were fresh in the mindsz of those submitt~ng report-s.

The General! Board was established by Generanl Orders 128,
Headqu-arters Thropean Theater of' Operations, US .4rny dated 17 June

194, a aendd b Gnerl Odes 12, atd7Augst194andA
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analysais of the strategy, tactic; and administration employed by
the United States Forces in the Tharopean 'Theater.

There are 131 reports, each on a different subject, Approxi-
matelyv ten of these reports are d4evte& to logistics ig general.-
Each report is; a mimeographed account of the committee meeting
dealing with an assigned subject and is bound in a semi-permanent
fonn. The reports are available at the Documents Section, The
Aznored School, Fort Knox, Kentucky.

Periodicals during and after World War II include a wealth
of informat ion on logistical problems encountered during combat
operations. The majority of the authors,, who were supply officers,-
motor officers, communications officers, etc., relate their
methods of overcoming these problems. It is realizeod, of wiDurse,
that many of the erpedlents used wore "1dreaned-upff on the spur of
the moment and would probably be practical only in combat, but
they -do demonstrate combat expediency. As a result lessons can be
learned fton'then.,

The periodicals taken into consideration for this report

,wore the Military :Reviewi Infantry Journal, Combat Forces Journal,
The Cavalry Journal,, The Armored Cavalry Journal and Armr.

The articles in Military Review are well written and extremevw-
ly interesting. They appear to be written f or the most part by'
field grade officers and as a rulereer tehelotis of division level

ancd highet.. A finep example of the type articles* the3t appear fin the
Military Review is one written by Lieutenant Colonel Charles S. Cobb,'1

QJsIC, in the Qctober 1943 Issue. The title of this article is.

"Gaso line' Su pply in the Combat Zonott. It is a discussion of motor
fuels -and lubricanits in the comibat zone, the available means of dis,--
tribution and how these means are utilized.,

There are apticles also In the Military Review written by
comptany grade off icers., A good example is one. written by an um"
knowni company commander of a quartermastor track company. -It

appears in the September 1943 issue of. Military Review and is ene-

titled, "tWith, a quartermaster Track Company in the Middle Sast.'"
This conrpany commander gives a most interesting description of
actual 'coiditions In tWke f ield and sugestions on the training of
a quartermaster track eorany.b

The present day "Armor" magazine is devoted to expres sing,
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The trend began to change when the name. of, the publication

was changed to "The.Armored Cavalry Journal.." More emphasis seemed

to be placed on articles concerningarmored divisilons, t ank batta-

lions, armored infantry battalions,, aec

The Cavalry Journal in the iRarch-April 1945 issue included

two-articles concerning logistics. One written by Lieutenant
Colonel Herbert F _ Snicker, Cavalry, Mflaitiafl Supply During

Bapidl Movement in Combat" discusses the system of amuition reo-

supply rwithin the 4th Armored Division dluring- the "blitz across

France. t  The other article, VIMedc&4 3vacuation with a Reconnais-

sance Squadron"l by Captain lawrence Loeinthan, 14090, concerns the

natizre of work -Performed b y a medical detachment o±f a reconnaisoo-t

sance unit in actual combat and how the problem -of evacxiat ion and

medical care under fluid conditions are not covered by.standai'd
operating procedures or field manuals.

Conference reports are excellent. sources of information on

logistical organization. The variouas conferences, such 'as the

Armored Conferences of 1948 andl 1949-, wre attended by officers
who were combat veterans of armored units. The experience of

these officers when applied, to the subject under study,. resulted

in1 valuable, as wall as authentic, inf ormat ion. Through. diseaus-

sions many points were consi1dered and a thorough study made of

each. Committees were appointed to study definite problems. The

committee then presented their findings to the main body for further

discussion and oventual vote for acceptance or disapproval.

The Armpred Conference of 1948 composed of United States

Army officers was held at Fort Knox, Kentucky,, A complete record

of this conference is available a the Document Section, The

Armored School, Fort Knox, Xentucky. The Armor Oonference of 1949

was composed-of United States officers as well as high rankiLng

off icers from sever al1 allied countries. The purpose of this eon-

Terenco of US and Allied officers' was to. farther the study of armo~r

in the US35 Army as weli as to make an attempt to standardize the

principles and techn=iques of armored warfare. A complete record of

this conference Is also avaialei the Document Section, The

Armored School, Fort 1;Knox, Kentucky.

By readling the many conference reports avzdlable, a, person

Is able to learn lessons'from the problems encountered and methods

of overcon-Ing thjem. It is also possible to trae the development

of' the logistics in armo red units to a certain extent by noting
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unfortunate, however, that information conerning logistics-in
armored units is limited. One- book, "The Organization of Ground
Combat Troops", published byr the Historical XDivision, Department
of the Army, 1in31947 in discussing the changes In the logistical
development of the anV touches occasionally on a,=rod units.
As a whole, -this is a w.ell-writt-en and valuable-"account of the:
'United States ArrV prior to and during World War IL.

This volume is the first to be published in the'series
TIU1hIT~ STATF.S APMY IN WORLD WL IIj and the first. in'the sub-

series THE ARMYGBOUINDFOBRFES. All volumes are to be closely.
related, and will present a comprehensive account of the activi-
ties during World War 11. This book Is available at The Armaored
School Loibrary,, Fort Knox, Kenituclq,

SLUARY AN]) OON1CIJSIONS

lessons learned concerning logistics in generar-l have beeon

properly and adequately recorded,3 however, those concerning aroed
units are limited. It is necessary to look in too many different
places to make a thorough study of the logisticarl development of
armor., nphasis seemis to have beert placed so that It covers all
echeInlons of command and does not pickc any lev93. in particular.
Logistical doc0trine advocated today through lessons learned from
World. War TI seems to be amply subs tantiated in militar writings,
even though they are difficoult to locate.

It is t7olieved that the primary reason for the lack of
material concerning logistics- in armoredl units, is due to the fact
that armor is still comparatively new, Dairing- World War II Many
problems arose that had not been considered during the planning
phase. As these pro'blems presented themselves, methods. of over-
coming them wore developed. Many of these methods and lessons
learned hbave been incorporated. into our present day logistical
orgaization in armored units. Others- have. provided the basis
for further experiment andl development. It is unfortunate, how-
ever, that very little comprehensive.material has been written
about the maany lessons learned; The re is, need for a series of
studi es based on World Iwar II which will thoroughly. record the
deovelopm-Lent of the pres ent,..day, logistical orgazatiton of the
various ar miored units.s

aMcoMoMzI4PTIONS
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2. That The Arraioro&. School rmake a request of the Off Ice
of the10Ohi1of of Military History to propazo a special study on
the logistical developnent -in arnor as a result of lessons Ieanrmsd
&uring ;Wor-tt'ar 11,
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OHATER 11

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARMOR DURING WORLD W;AR II

Since the first use of tanks in World War i, it has been

recognized that in armored warfare, design is of ftndameontal im-w

portance, The development of armored vehicles has progressed- more

or less erratically during the last twenty years with mostoth

progress being madebyteUidSaes Germany and Russ ia*

This'paper is concerned only with the development of armored ve-

hicles in-the United Statesi

Due to the fact that this country is the unchallenged

leader in mass production of trucks,, tractors and automobiles, it

wouldsem almost natural that the- development. of armaored vehicles

would also remain unchallenged. Upfortunato&Ly, this has not been

true It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss. the

possible reasons for this, It is de-sired, however, to make a sur-m

vey. and analysis of the manner in which our rather uncertain program

of development of armored vehicles has been recorded.

One would p re su-me t hat t hi s f ield, whic h has been so muc h

"in the newsi and. which is of extreme inportance in this age, of

mechanized- warfare, would be a -strong attraction to the individual

interested in the recording of vital and iportant developmients*-

For some. reason this has not been true.. In analyzing the avaflabl'e

material on the development of Armor during World War II it was

found, that the writings on'the subj ect are widely scatt ered with

very few being devoted wholly to the subject.- In many types of

writing there are frequent'references to development and short

squibs giving sp ecif ic detail-s. It remains -to the reader, howeveri

to gather these and draw the trace' of devo-elopment to the best of

his ability.

The few souroe,5 which give a more or less courplete picture

of the various phases of developmenit include booksp arti~cles written

for military periodi"cals0, reports by boards or comitteops and field

manuals.

Forging the Thunderbolt by Mildred Hanson 01411e, contains

material of-a enerial nature concerning the development -of Aro.

In writi ng this book the authoress appalrently had the bentef it of

much expert ad4viceo and direction. In addition'to containing -valu-m

able infomaion, the book is interesting and readable It is the
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tracing the progress of these men, Mirs. Gillie Paints a rather
omiplete picture Of how the present-day Armored Force was born.

A birth which was imminent but long In corning.e Within this theme
iPound a limited amount of details concernIng the developmenit-Of

the various types of armored vehicles prior to and during the
early years.

This book, while contributing in a limited degree' to the
history of the development of Armor, is definitely a valuable con-t
tribution to the history of Armor4 Mrs. Gile has coaptured, in
many cases, the feelingso oewhelming necessity which drove
these* few farsighted men on.* They were eventually able to conquer
the great masses. of doubt and omnplacency on the part of the civil-,
ian populace as wed as broth-or off i~ers.

Mrs. Gil'1s book, as a contribut ion to the history of the
development of nrmor, does not compare favorably with two other
books. The first of these, The Figh4ping Tanks, was written by
Jones,, Rarey and Icks. In tTfl '5EYTi a u'tmors giLve specific
-details on each armored vehicle as it was developed, built and
eventually discarded in favor of something better. It was care-
fully brought out that the chief diffticvty with the early ve-
hicles was a very large number of mechanical defects, thereby cans-
tIg them to be of questionable tactical -importanace. Organization
of this material is very well handled. Each vehicle is thoroughly
considered and its successor chosen for specific reasons. In
addition, the problems encountered. with each new change are dis-

cussed in a maost thorough mannr. Each separate phase of building,
testing, remodeling, and retesting is considered, The book portrays

very well the extended efforts of a gro up of men to design and pro-o
duce vehicles which would break the stalemate of trench warfare.

The second. book.,Eye Witness and the Origin of t he Tank, by
Major General Sir Ernest rsflht5, i% V1-tt5KiM10hh alongth same
lines, but it concerns the development of British Armor and indi-
cates that approximtely the same problemas were in-volved, General
Swinton shows that the main difficulties have centered around the
ratio of weight to horsepower. This problem, however, has been
solved to an eoeouraging degree by the development of the torque
converter, cross-dx'-ivo transmission, and other advancements., The
book further outlines the history leading up "to -the necessity for
some form Of vehicle with a skin thick enough to withstand the
effects of devastating machine gun fire and shell. fragnents, and
to protect the infantry which may be following. It points out
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In addition to the books discussed above, it was found that
an cwzceflent paper on the development of Armor in World War II was
produced. in the form of a staff study by the Army Ground Forces.
Board in Eurolpe. This study, prepared during the war, -is based on
questieonnaires sent to all levels of commnd in Europe arid the
Pacific Theater -of Operations. The Arty Ground Forces Board, intero
viewed many ranks under actual combat conditions. The study considif
ore all phases of operations (ioe., isupply: oil, gas and lubricantsj1
ammunition: types, amounts, oaliber and storage, Mckintenance, etc.).
This material is well organized and is presented in a manner'which-.
is readable and easy to use.

The study was prepared for the purpose of ascertaining -the
effectiveness of the various vehicles in combat as seen through the
eyes of the individuals who were responsible, for their operation in
the field. The value of the article lies in the facts presented
which concern the effective operation of the vehicles under actual
combat conditions* It is important from the viewpoint of develop-
ment int that the remarks made by the people interviewed give rrar
clues a$ to the strong and weak features of various armored vehicles*

Trends in Tank Developmont, an article found i the "Cavalry

Journal " r atary a Fer~r-140 gives the reader an overall
view of the development of the tank during and righ-t after World
WJar II. It illustrates how the knowledge gained inm tank warfare has
been applied to p'roducing the pre-sent day tan> Eavch tank is con-m
isideared indvidually and discussed from every angi&~a The main empham"
sin is on the, three sp~l Pounds, Penetration, and Power*

The Armored Forc-e Command and Center, Study No* 27, by the
iistoric'arSetoia Tro tcs#lf is a report which
covers every phase of the organization of the Arzxred Force. it
includes a section on. the development of the armored vehicles which

were in u;se at that., i.muo-It also givos the tre~c1 of the time in
the thinkng of the tnd-ddual s respon\eJ t for this development.
The early history offt the light and medim tank records a trend
toward' sacrif icing fire powier and protection in order to secure
greater speed and mobility. This trend was later dropped for the
characteristic of greater protection. Finally, the three "Pseft of
Pounds, Penotratio, and Power came to. be cegardeA a's the primary
considerationo While the study ontains onlyf a elhort 4etion on
development 0, it ive very inportant 'in that -it represents the. official
viewpoint during the years discuesed.



Destroyer from it s conception. to the end. of World War II when it

was replaced by the heavy tank as a tank destroyer. The main
reason brought out for the discontiuneIftetnk Dstrl oe
wvas the susceptibility of itscrew to air bursts,. I. asas
broughat out that, due to its relatively thin armor, it was very
oily knocked out by any heavy caliber enemy weapon.

Pevoiop tp4of So t*Po plledUounts is the most valuable
ppron-te pelfiwprae~lW iUs HonsIlers the specificain

on manufacture and general characteristics such as height, width,
length, weight, gear ratio, armament, nnxinam speed, engine type
and required crew for operations It does not discuss the opera-f
tion and the relative value of the weapon. It does, however,-give
the results6 of the tests'made on each vehicle at the proving
ground such as f iring with brakes and gears engaged;- with brakes
but with gears in neutral positions without brakes anid gears in
neutral poisition; and other pertinent tests of structural develop-m

Merit, The material presented in this document is jrnrely technical
and does. not offer much to the history 0±' development other t6han a

source of material for comparison with existing material on earlier
vehicles.

-In. the broad area of the Field ManlualsG, the material IS
again -purely technical.* It, considers each vehicle separately and
does not in any way trace or attempt to trace development.

Summry and Conclusions

In sumarizing the observations made whfle analyting the
available raterial on the history of the development of Armor in
World War I# there is a thought which dominates all others. This

is the surprising lack of organized naterial on the subjects As
stated above, the writing which has been done is found in the form
of a limited number of books, articles in periodicals,, and reports
of boards or conrittees. All, of this material serves to give in-

format-ion and data on the pvbjeotp, but the tfact remains, that we
do not have a paper which giv~s -the complete story of the develop-w
meat of armored vehicles,

Itisa felt -t hat there i a a pressin tg ne ed for. a study which

will include the history- of the, development of armored vehicles
from the viewoint of the techician, the tactician and the crew
member. Such a study would be of great value to all interested in

armored arfare. It 'would also' give the student an excellent
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field. They do not wish to stop long enough to write more than a
detailed factual report of their progress. This type of rep ort isa

indispensable, but it does not provide anyone but the technician
with informati-on which he can' use* Those reports, as well. as the,
observations of the tacticians who employed the vehicles and the
crows who operatedl them, phould be gathered into -a study which. will
contain the inforirt ion and data which is now found in several
widely scattered places.

It appears that the initiative for this type of study must
come from those who are interested in Armor as a combat arm and not
those who are concerned with a particular phade of its development.-
Those who guide the presentwday Armored Force must be undo to real-
ize the need in this field -and then take steps to insure that this
need is fulfilled. B3y providing the members of the Armored Force
with a history of the development of Armor, the loaders of the
force may very well supply the basis for new ideas of great. potentiew
ality. It is not at all inconceivable that such a qource c an stiaw*
late the leaders of tomorrow in such a manner as to bring about the
development of the vehicles which will insure winning the peace of
tomorrow.

Recommendations

1. That The Armored School initiate a survey to determine
the type of stud4y required to -give a corplete, history of the develop-

ment of Armor in the United States Army to include World War II*.,

2. That the findings in the survey reommended in paragraph
1. above be used as a basis for the preparation of the history of

the develcpment of Armor. This study to'be made by the agency de-w
ternined in the survey.

3,P That The Armored School make an official request of the
Office of the Chief of Military History to prepare a special atudy
on the development of armored vehicles, during the period 1938 to
1946.
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CHAPTER12

SUMMARY AND CONCLUS IONS

This final chapter is intended to give the reader of this
reports ..summnation of the observations made by the members of the

committet while making an analysis of the history of Armor in 'World
War II, No attempt will be made to summarizeindtlthvaou
types of writing that were 4tudied. Instead., the subject will be
approached from the viewpoint of how much value the current history
of Armor in World War II is-to the military student, the average
member of the Armored Force, and the casual reader, military and
c ivil ian.

First,. it. is necessary to def ine what is considered to be

history. In this report it is f elt. that anything whatsoevet which
authenticalfly 'contributes to the picture of what -took place during
World War II is part of the history of the war. Wtin ti ra

definition of history it- is necessary to divide the various types
of historical data and papers into general categories. These are
four,

The first consists of the basic data-itself. This is the

material upon which all4 history is based., It includes the volumi-
nous records and documents sutbmitted by units and individuals in
the field. Within this first category are -found the records, re-
ports and documents prepared during and shortly after the end of
the war. The official records include a complete series of journals,
operations reports and after-action reports. In general, these
records are on file in the various agencies in Washington, D. CO,

such as the National Archives, The Adjutant Ge,,neral's -office
and the Office of the Chief of Military History. Also, there

are less extensive coflect ions in the various schools like the
United States Military Academy, The National War College, and
Army Industrial College, The various military- and service 'schools
also hold limited collections of this type of document. As a means

of making the reports available to the agencies and schools which.
can utilize them, many of the reports have been'micro.filrned apd
distributed as required.

The second category includes 8 large number of publi~shed
and unpublished works in the Corn of memoirs, biographies, unit
and organizational ,histories, diaries,. personal narratives anid
experiences, and monographs relating to the various aspects of
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history. This is due to the fact that they were prepared near
the end of the war and are apt to contain personal bias and fail
to make critical use of all possible sources of -informatIon.

Category three is made up of the -works which are called.
"histories"., They are normally prepared by a governmental agency
or professional historian. The latter may work with the government
o r independently. These histories are based on the basic documents
listed above, and require long periods of careful1 tedious research
and -evaluation. When completed they serve as authentic basic
historical documents to be used as a foundation upon whch-tI
write further history., No attempt is made by the historian 'to
interpret the history reco~rded or tp point- out les'sons learned;
that is left to the reader and f uture historian. In the case of
World War II, the government, through the various agenci es of
the Armred Forces,. has undertaken the task of preparing an offi-61
cial history of the war.

it is expected that eventually professional histoirians-
will begin to produce histories which may take the form- of a.6 study
of the war as a whole or of a particular phase or aspect 'of it.A-
Perhaps it is too soon aft er the end of the- war to expect -such
works to be produced., In the past'it has been proved -that a num-
ber of years are required before the basic documents have -been si)'ft-
ed, evaluated and interpreted to a sufficient degree to allow the-
historian to produce a history which w'ould be universally accepted
as-factual, balanced and worthwhile. With these considerations- in

md, it might be pointed out that the period'which will produce a
series -.of f irst-class historical works on World Wgar II has perhaps
not yet begun,

The f ourth category includes all other types of writing
which- contai1n data or information of World War II, It also in-
cludes charts, graphs,, atlases,,pictures and other types of iris-w

ual- information., The most iprtant -types of writ ing in this, cate-.

gory are special studies prepared by the various government agencies
anid mfltitary establishments, and articles written for periodicals.
This type of'writing is normally an interpretation -of the basic-
histories on a particular subject or action, It expands and evalu-
ates .'the material. contained in the basic documents and histories,-,
Everitually this writinig may come to be regarded as basic data upon
which further studies and histories will be writtenr-

At the present time, a few short years afte r the close of-
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The reasons for this are fairly obvious. To begin -with, the employ-
ment of armored vehicles and units is a relatively new concept in
warfare and the idea of, an- armored force as a separate branch of.
the service 'is even newer. It appears that due to the fact that

sound and scholarly history is not written over night or even "in

the course of a few years, it is too soon to expect an acceptable
history of Armor in World War II to be written. This does not pre-

clude, however, the beginnings of such an effort. In fact, the
foundations are being laid in the form of official histories and

the -special studies and articles which are constantly being pre-
pared. In addition, the process of research and evaluation never

ceases. A large number of people are kept busy at-the task of sort-
ing,, sifting, evaluating and interpreting the gaze of basic source
material from which history is written.

The general discussion which follows is a sumation of the

various types of writing which contribute to the history of Armor
in World War II*

The most commonly recognized type of history of a military

operation is the so--icafled "official history" produced by a govern-w
ment agency. The History of Wdrld War IIE is being produced by the

Office of the Chief of Military History. This ninety-nine volume
account is a tremendous' undertaking which will1 require several years

to complete. It is being written by a group of civilian historians
working under. the supervisIon of experienced Army officers. The

historians are capable men,, experienced not onily as historians and

students, but, in most cases, as wartime members of the Army as well.
The history they are writing i s based on the vast field of documents

of all types which serve as source material. Much of this material
is found in the basic after-action and operations reports submitted
by units during the war. From this maze of material the historian
writes his history of a particular campaign, operation, phase of

sta ff work or a dmin istrat ive operat ion. By direct ive from the chief
historian he is expected to write a basic history which will give a

detailed, authentic picture of the actions involved. This account

is based generally at the division level with background material

of both higher and lower units worked into the picture. If the action

involved demands it,, the level is dropped to platoon or even indivi-
dual actio No attempt is made to interpret or draw- conclusions
from the-various actions recorded; this is to be a basic history.

When the historian has completed his final draft of the work

it is submitted to a panel composed of military and civilian members
of ~ ~ -_ the OfficeofAthenChif ofjMilitry Histo.L Thee mn suges
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the ove rall value of the documents. In some of the early volumes
published such as the "Lorraine Campaign" the' index was not very
extensive,. In later volumes this deficiency has been corrected
t ,ith the result that the value of the history to the student is
mea surably iceae.

Let us re turn to the question of what value these histor-
ies are 'to the person concerned primarily with the history of armor
i.n World War II. It is felt that when completed they will be in-
dispensable as basic source material. The volumes completed to-
date contain a limited amount on armor due to its comparatively
limited use in the campaigns recorded,, Future volumes will com-
plete the picture of all actions in which armored units were In-
volved. When completed the Armored Force wil have in these
volumes not a history of Armor, but a basis upon which to write
a history of Armor. In the meantime, those volumes which have
been completed serve to give the overall picture of aeirtain cam-M
paigns and operations. The casual reader will no doubt find them
detailed, involved and perhaps boring, The inexperienced student
will probably ha ve the same dif ficulty, whereas, t he exper ienced
student, researcher,- or historian will no doubt regard them as. in-O
comparable sources from which to -write further history or draw
conclusions. as to the lessons learned.

In the field of what will be called "1historical type"l
books it appears that nothing has been produced as yet. -An ex-
cellent example of the type of 'ork referred to is "Lee's Lieu-
tenants,", by Douglas S. Freeman. Nothing more can be said about
the lack of this type of writing except that the historian has
in these books outstanding examples and inspiration for a simi-
lar' work on World War II. It is realized that this may be far
too soon after the clo se of. the war to expect a pol ished top-
f light history to be produced by anyone., In spite of this- it is
felt that every effort should be made'by military authorities to
encourage capable historians to undertake the 'preparation of
books concerning World War II, Those-who guidethe Armored Force
should exert sufficient influence to insure that these historical
papers, in whatever form they may take, include a full meapure
of the story of Armor.

In'addition to insuring that books an the war as a whole
co nt ai2n a proportionate share, on. Armor., those who guide the desti-.
niep of the Armored Force should take positive mqasures to bring
about the writing of the History of Armor in World War II. It is

appren fom he-bsrvaionAmdeIbov -tAt o Ate notIngAo
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all assistance possible. This means that he must be allowed to
work with the Office of the Chief of Military History. The ex-
tensive background and facilities and tte voluminous source material
nf this office would be of inestimablQ value to the writer of the
K Lstory of Armor4

It should be mentioned here that it is felt that the most
logical approach to writing a complete history of Armor in World
War II is to start with the very beginnings of the Armored Force
and build up to the major portion which would cover the war.

There is one paper which represents the most authentic,
factual and complete study of the history of the development of
the Armored Force. This is Study Number 27, "The Armored Force
Command And Center", prepared under the direction of the Histori-
cal Section-Army Ground Forces in 1946. This history was written
by officers assigned to The Armored Center and was reviewed by
such prominent officers as General Jacob L. Devers, Lt. General
Alvan C. Gillern, Jr., and Major General Charles P4 Scott. The
final draft was then edited in the Historical Section. Most of the
material which provided the basis for the history was found in the
files of The Armored Center at Fort Knox.

The study contains chapters on the original structure of
the present-day armored force, organization of armored divisions
and separate tank battalions, tactics, commanders, training, prin6i-
pIes of the employment of armor, testing of equipment, The Armored
Force School and Replacement Training Center and The Armored Force
Board. In addition there are seven charts which illustrate the
organization of the Armored Force during the period July 1940-
1943, The appendices include courses offered by the Armored School
and historical sketches of armored divisions and corps. This forty-
seven page study gives a rather complete picture of Armor during
the period 194041943. In addition to its completeness it is factual
and reasonably well organized. In summary, it is felt that this
study prepared under the direction of the Historical Division-Army
Ground Forces, is the only available document which represents, in
any sense of the word, a history of Armor. It would providean ex-
cellent basis for a more bomplete history.

Soon after beginning the project of analyzing the history
of Armor in World War II it became apparent that of the many copy-
righted books which have been written about the war, none can be
considered as a first-class book on Armor. None of the men who
have been the leaders in the organization and guiding of Armor have
come forth with an effort such as 'Panzer Leader", by Hanz Guderian
of Germany. The book "War As I Knew It" by General George S. Patton
is interesting reading, but it contains only a limited amount of
information on armor. It is felt that if General Patton had lived
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he would more than likely have written a book which -would have
taken its place beside. "Panzer Leader" as one of the most important.
books of the wiar.

Earlier in this report reference is made to "'Forging The
Thunderbolt" by Mrs. Mildred Gillie. This 'is a very Interesting
book based primarily on the activities of Major General Adna R.
Chaffee. Mrs. Gillie was a close personal friend and'admirer of
the -Chaffee family. She apparently had access to much of the
official and unofficialI material which a llows her to give .a
rather complete picture of the difficulties encountered during
the period when the Armored Force was born. She deals heavily.
in personalities and, as can be expected, includes many details
which treat with the family life of the Chaffees and other promi-
nent Army personal ities. In spite of this, the book does give a
definite. trace of the. development and progress of the Armored Force
before and during the early years of World War II. It is 'fortunate
that this interesting book has-been written, First, because it
gives recognition to the sincere and continued efforts of General
Chaffee and other prominent leaders i 3n the change-over from horse
cavalry to armor. Secondly, it does portray, from a woman's view-w
point, an :important portion of the history of Armor,

The -other prominent books written about. the war or the
experiences of an individual during the war all give the "big.
picture" with the emphasis dictated by the position held by the
author or phase of the war about which he is9 writing. Unfortunate-
ly, none of these books place the emphasis, on Armor. In "Crusade
In Europe" by General Eisenhower,, "A Soldier's Story" by'General
Bradley, "Calculated Risk" by General Clark,, and other well-known
books by famous soldiers, there are oc-casional references to armor-
ed units,. actions involving armored units or the influence of armor
on a particular action or operation. Unfortunately these references
are few and widely sca ttered.

Before launcing a dibscussion of the other' types-of, histori-
cal writing which contribute to the history of Armor in World War
II, it should be noted-that the material contained in the basic'
records and documents is very extensive. So much so that the pro-
cess of editing., evaluating and interpreting it has? in reality.,
j ust begun. This processing-of the information and data contained
in these records Is, however, progressing at an unprecedented rate.
It should be noted. that the majority of this work is being done
under the- direction of. the Qff ice of the Chief of Military History.,
Ais itexstAbfoe1roesin,%hemaial ereshepurosIo
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use to the inexperienced student and certainly is of little or
no interest to the casual military reader or civilian. Consider-.
ing the reports from the viewpoint Of their contribution to the
History of Armor in World War U., the statement made above applies
"They are an excellent and indispensable source of basic material,
but of little use to any but the historian, researcher or experienc-
ed student."

In surveying the material available on Armor in World War
II it was found that of the various types of material -which fall
into the second general category of memoirs, biographies, unit
histories, diaries, personal narratives, researc 'h reports, and
monographs only the unit histories, research reports and monographs
contribute valuable material,. The monographs are interestinig and
are of definite value as far as they go.,, Each is a record of a
small bit of history by an individual who, in most cases., was present
at the action being described. He is thus able to supplement the
official record of that action with his personal knowledge of what
took place. The weakness of this type -of paper lies in the fact
that the author appears to have leaned too heavily on the official
record. He has merely repeated in a detailed, often boring, style
that which is to be found in official documents.,

A second weakness 'Is the often flowery dissertations on
the skil and bravery of the individuals involved. This informa-
tion is-certainly worthy of note, but it must be handled in a tact-
ful manner to avoid boring the reader,, It is felt., then, that the
monograph is a worthwhile contribution to history provided that the
author writes his own story and selects his material carefully.
The overall value of this; type of paper would be increased many-
fold if a series of monographs on a particular subject were gather-"
ed into one volume with a table of contents, index and comparative
evaluation of the contents to guiide the-reader.

The various service schools have assigned committees of
students research topics vwhich cover, in general, specif ic studies
within the realm of interest of the branch concerned. The topics
are chosen with the purpose of filling the gaps which have been
found to exist in available sources and to keep in stride with new
developments. This- basis of selection. is excellent, It provides
for the writing of history which., in the nonnal course of events,
probably oud not be written for several years.

It is felt that the research reportsar valuable contribuo
qAlfh Iy utteyd reto fill 4- te aps inV-otherF m Atei.1 Most
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value. They are serving a purpose at the present timae a nd, in

the f uture, may very well be used as a guide to more deliberate
studies.

During and shortly after the close of the war most of

the regimental and division size units prepared so-calldui

histories. Actually few of them are worthy of the title "history".,

This is in no way intended to be a critic ism of the0 individuals

who prepared them. The statement is made because,9 in the beginning,

these accounts were not intended to be histories in the true 
sense.

of, the word. They were written largely for sentim nl amrl
purposes, intended to give the members of the various unta

readfly available story of what their unit had done- during the war.

To accomplish this they naturally had to be written. and Published

during the war or soon after it ended. From the historian's view-

point such a situation seldom gives rise to thevriting' of a valu-

able history.* Nevertheless, these books do have a definite value.

First, they did accomplish the purpose-of providing the unit mem-

bers with a story of their unit at the tine when they wanted itth

most, Secondly, they provide excellent source material upon which

to base more careful and scholarly unit histories at a later date.

In all fairness to somae units, it must -be pointed out that

the unit histories vary greatly in general quality and in value as

contributions to history. They range all the way from excellent to

poor. Each, regardless of its quality, records data on personalities

and individuals, as well as small unit Cactions, that- are to be found

in no other place. In addition, most of them contain pictures whi ch

are very difficult to duplicate.

Now that the war has been over for several years ample time

has elapsed for the collection of basic source 'material. There has

also been time to i nterpret and evaluate much of this material. It

is fl, then, that in spite of the great variance in qualtth

unit histories are valuable bases for more complete. and authentic

accounts of the history of a unit.

Some of the more active unit associations have already
undetake a evision or rewriting of their unit histories. Te

have commissioned. an experienced and -capable historian to produc ,e

a f irst-i-class history of their unit. -The 1st ArmoredDivision is
aneclet xml fsuhaui.This progranmwfll undoubtedly

result i any extremely valuable contributions to the his'tory Of

World War IIe
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amount which has been written about armor in general and the broad
gaps which exist in the history of Armor in World War 11, it should
be kept in mind that, unit histories- are perhaps more important to
Armor than any other branch of the service.

.The fourth-general category of writing includes periodicals
and special studies on particular phases' or aspects of the war. It
is felt tint this is an extremely important type of writing. It is
important because it-is the medium through which the largest group
of interested people are reached. Normally, articles on military
subjects are found i*n the so-called- service journals, but World War
II caused a rather large number of worthwhile articles to appear in
all types of periodicals. Most of the' articles found in non-military
periodicals are of a general nature,, covering the story of a parti-
cular unit or phase of the war., They are factual, reasonably authen-
tic and readable. This is the type article which reaches the American
people as a whole. It is the only contact many civilians have with
the Armed- Forces. 'n addition, this is the only military history
that an a-larmiLng proportion 'of the general public is exposed to. It
is' felt that if many- more such articles- were written for and publish-m
ed in the leading'periodicals an important service would be perform-
ed. First, as a medium to give the American people an appreciation
of the Armored -Forces through military history and second, as a worth-,
while contribution to the History of World WMar II,

The military Periodicals are of two types: The regular ser.-
vice journal, and reviews published by the various government agen-
cies and schools, The 'Miitary Review" published by The Command and
Ge neral Staff School is an example of the latter type. These re-
views contain articles on all phases and aspects of the military
establishment with the emphasis Predominately on Army affairs. Some
of the articles are concerned with current doctrine, policy.,- or de-w
veloprnents., and others with material which can be regarded as history,
Many of the latter are good. They have either been reprinted from
one. of the service journals or were written by a member of the facul-01
ty or student at the school. Some of the. subjects are general in
nature, but for the most part the articles cover something specific
such as a type of special operation, the use of a particular weapon
or how to conduct certain staff work. This characteristic adds greatn
ly to, the value of'these articles. -It causes them to fill many of the
gaps which exist in the current military writing concerning World War
IU. The authors are writing from personal experience or 'knowledge
and are capable of not only recordi*ng history but of interpret-ing it.

In may of he aricles A Atept smde o tacha-lsso
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In add ition to the articles written by American authors the

"Military Review" includes a section of "Foreign Military Digests' 1

in which articles written by members of foreign armies are presented.

These articles cover a wide range of subjects and are. written by

r~cwcr ofmost of the foreign armies of the world. hyaser

of particular value both as an orientation on the methods used by

other armnies and as a matter of general interest.

The service journals, similar to the "Military Review",

carry articles which cover all phases of ground warfare. Normally,

these articles are limited in s cope to omthng LwIchi fpri

cular interest to the branch. or branches the journal represents.s

They cover a wide range of subjects with the emphasis on attempting

to teach a lesson. The articles are normally written, by off icers

who have a particular knowledge of the subject about which they* are

writing. Through their knowledge they are able to interpret the

bit of history they are writing about, thereby adding measurably to

it s va lue , unfortuna tely, the number of a rticles wh ich m ight be con-

sidered as contributions to the History of World War HI is l.imited.

It appears that there is no organized program to encourage members

of the Armed Forces to write articles for military or other periodi-

cals. As result, the various journals have had to run articles en-

couraging people to write and submit papers on whatever subject they
are. capable of writing about.1

To add empha sis, it is repeated that the periodical is an

extremely important mediu for the recording of history, military

history i*ncluded.. It is not within the scope of this paper to judge

whether the periodical is given proper recognition by the historian,

but it is noted that the military periodical is sadly neglected by

military personnel., Although the articles -which have appeared in

the past-and which appear in the current--issues of the various journals

are generally rather good, -the selection, as'a whole, could be much

better provided that the editors have sufficient material to select

front.

The following article from "The Infantry Journal"' of-October

1946 Is included here because it.'gives an excellent picture of the

state of writing in the Army at that-time and at the present.

TUE JOURNAL is often asked to suggest suitable men for

writing jobs in the Army and the War Department,. ' This was -so,

even duri*ng the war, when large numbers of able writers were

in the service. Now, since so many have been discharged, it
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The average army man is not very different in his attitude
toward writing from the average civilian. in industry or business.
Both agree that an easy flow of clearly arranged words iswuse-w
ful' and at t*imes important. Both believe that men- who can wr .ite
are essential .in 'any sizabloe activity, if only for the purpose
of preparing plans and reports. But in .-general, soldiers, like
most civilians, have the idea that a man who' can write is some-
how different from other men, perhaps not quite as hairy-cheated
or levelheaded.o A writer, many feel, can do little else well.
You need him, and pay him for his special ability.,flut you
woul'd'hardly. put. hi'm in command of a battalion.,

This idea undoubtedly comes from the manner in which
writing has been taught in the United States for a century.,
Even the most virile of the classiLc writings have too. often been
presented to young people with chief emphasis on the beauty of
the, language rather than upon what thei words say. Finhe:English,,
they learn, is beaut iful., artistic, insp iring, which of course
it may be., Ru1t what it says is of equal and usually of greater
importance. And 'at any. rate our schools have presented the
studies heeded *for writing fac'ility in such ineff ective ways
.that most a dult Ameri oans shrink from writin.g a s a dreary, chore
and feel that there is oehing different about those who can.
readily put'words together.

The fa ct is, aPs THE JOURNA L ha s ins is ted ma ny t ime s, that
writing is-a normal and necessary tool of busi'ness for the
bus-inessman. And a lack of facility in it may frequently hamper
either,., At least the man who may rise to high responsibility
without the ability to write, dictate and edit his Ideas 'clearly
must -have.. assistants around him who do have that ability.

it is of,-course a fallcy that a man who writes is somehow
not .likely to reach a place of -high responsibility, or that men
who do reach such. places can harldy be writers of ability.
Several of.-the, very top men of World War II are men whose prose
i'9 lucid and eff ect Ive, And.THE, JOURNAL makes this statement
-with ful).J allowance for the fact that high'Army men, like those
elsewhere., must often- have drafts of speeches and reports
-Prepared -by. others*

It i1s indeed a fact that several of our great military
leader's -can write and wrtt4 well. General Marshall's manner of
wr itt en expre s sion is viLgorous,. accurate and readable. -His

manypubic tateent ar anundeiabepoof.GenralEin-!
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ideas on leadership and our military future in written form. It
may be that General MacArthur's prose has a distinct flourish.,
But this tendency toward the dramatic takes little or nothing
from the lucidity, emphasis, and clarity of what he writes 4,

There are "Others. But these three examples should be
enough to make the point that writing has its normal -place in
the life of a successful military man, ,that it is a desirable
ability for a military man to have,' and that there is nothing
whatever about it, that necessarily makes a man too special for
a rounded and successful career. And these examples should be
enough to emphasize the further point that more attention must
be paid to the cultivation and encouragement of writing ability
,within the Army.

The Army should never run short of men who can write. It
should insist that much more timne be given in the training of'
student officers', at West Point and elsewher~e, to make them
Practical and efficient -writers. It should give thought to
special training., particularly toward developing early a
facility for dictat ion.. It should encourage useful military

wrting of every kind.

And above all., the Arm should find and train men who can
do a far better job on its instructional materials, especially
the field manuals and all books of training. Despite the
ability and earnestness of many of the officers who have devel-
oped the present field and training manuals, they are on.. the
whole far from meet ing the best standards of modern written and

ptorial instruct ion.

In the past, the manuals have almost always been prepared,
under pres sure, usua fly by, inadequate staf fs. Wow, they do
not need a mere factual revision in the light -of late devel-opow
ments., They 'need a complete overhauling.

There is a special need at thils time for first-rate
instructional -texts for the Reserve of ficers framiing Corps
and. the civ ilian components generally. These parts of the
Atmy must lean perhaps more on, written texts than the Regular
Army because of the diftferince, in available training time,
The Army's books for their use should therefore be as good as
they can be made-mowith -every. help toward. interest and learning
that is to be found in the best of the modern taxtboks used in
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the manuals are ma inly handbooks -f or off 100ce2' who 1a:&a 0Y ,,a ve

some degree of trai ning---dull and uninspiring handbooks at
that. They'are'not suitable in any way for use with the ROTC
and especially not for use in any program of universal miliJtary

~ingthat mig ht eventually be adopted.

TIE JOIMNAL doesI not intend to say that these things are
unrealized by th e military authorities. But the Amy has never
had reasonably adequate books of instruction,'.THE JOURNALAit-
self has been pointing at this particular weakness for many
years, and it believes that now is a timne when action is greatly
needed and is possible of accomplishment.,

And a good part 5r that accomplishmnent must be a change in
the general military attitude toward writing itself, Writing
is vital and necessary to the Army-wsand to the Army man of the
future.

The above article and the observations made throughout this
report in regard to the weakness of the present-day history of World
War II point out the fact that there is a def inite need for a pro-.
gram to be instituted at a high level which -will not only encourage
bu ,t require, officers at all levels- to write articles on military sub-

jects. This program should begin with the initial officer training
and continue throughout the Army School Syptem, The two--fold value
of such a program is obvious; the student would not only increase
his basic knowledge and ability to produce an acceptable paper, but-

would assist in the recording of valuable military history_. The dire
need for such program becomes apparent when one considers the small
number of worthwhile articles on any particular subject which have
appeared in the service journals during and since World War U., Armor
in general, and the various phases and. aspects of armored warfare, are
an excellent example. The preceding chapters have.. indic ate d the limits-
ed number of valuable articles which havp appeared covering specific
aspec~ts of armnored warfare,. These things are of vital importance to

those concerned with armor and there should be a source of material
on 'them,

During this period when the basic histories and the interpre-
tations of them are still, in. the process of being written there is a

pressing ne ed for some type -of military history to Dill. the gap. This
can be done admirably by the military eioiaUu nl fit i

properly supported. It is. felt. that the answer lies in the program

outl ined-.above.. it would inevitably produce a stotre of,.valuable Papers
whih wuldbeof ort toth prsen-. A. dent'3ndJventuallycMe
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lunior off icer. During the course of this analysis it became evi.-
dent that the "Military Review" and other sources contain many valu-
able articles written by junior officers of foreign armies., In some
fields there was' ample material about foreign armies but practically
nothing by Americana about the American army. This was particularly
true in the case of special dperations such as Armor in night opera-
tion's, forests and cold weather., The material written'by the foreign-
ers was usually the ef fort of a junior off icer writing at a level
which is of prime importance to the American junior officer and stu-
dent, and is easily understood by the average -civilian.

The methods used by foreign armies to induce their junior
officers to write these a rticles is unknown, and perhaps not import-
ant, but it is important that the American Armed Forces do something

about inducing their junior officers to do more'writing. Until this
is done the present-day student and the American people will be need-
lessly denied a source of, knowledge of matters -which are of vital
importance to all.

All of the observations made above in regard to periodicals
pertain fully to the history of Armor in World War II. In this
f ield, as in all others,' the periodical 'is an extremely important
medium for the recording of history. Yet it is not being proper-

ly eploted,-in fact, it ibengiven a minor role. rori
an excellent example of how' the periodical is not being used to
its full advantage., Due to its relative newness in the field of
warfare, comparatively little has been written about the subject
in general 4 In addition, very little has been written about spec-
ific phases and aspects of armor and armored warfare in World War,
II. The reasons for this are readily recognized, but what has been
done to use the periodical as a mediu to f ill the gap ",- very little.
It might be said, however, that the articles concerning Armor in
World War II which have appeared in the various periodicals Ihave
generally been excellent. They are a valuable contribution to
history, but are just too few in number and too limited in their
coverage of specific phases and aspects of armored warfare.

Before opening a discussion on the subject of specialstu-
dies it is desired to remind the reader of this report that it'was
prepared 'by a'committee of relatively junior officer students.
This Committee fully appreciates the necessity for the preparation
of the official 'histories, but it is also-deeply- impressed by the
lack of easily accessible historical information and data on speci-
fic phases and aspects of armored warfare. Much of the material
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Special stud ies;, as they are prepared by the off ice of the
Chief o f Military History and other agencies., are historical studies,
wrtitten about a particular phase of World War nI such as Armor in
general or 'any specific aspect of armored warfare. Tha. employment
of' Armor in cold weather operations,- or combat maintenance in armored
units, are examples of the latter type. These studies are prepared
from the off icial histories, or in the event these histories have not
been completed, from the basic records and documents. As can be ex-
pected, the studies differ as to form., In general they are detailed
aind factual-, but are written more in a narrative style than are the
official histories. They serve as an excellent complement to the
off icial histor ies by elaborating on particular phases. of history.
Also, during this period when the official historibes are being written
and few worthwhile works by independent historians have been produced,
they f ill many of the gaps in the history of the war, It is in this
latter role that the studies are of value to' the student. It gives him
an unsurpassed source of material on specific subjects.

At the present time' the most important and valuable special
studies on World War II are being prepareef*by the Office, of the Chief
of Military History. The various theatre head-quarters are also pre-s~
Paring studies, but the work they are doing is generally confined to
current events which took place since the end of the war. A _similar

tyething was done during the war-by the theatre and army head-
quarters and the various major staff sections of the Army such as
Army Ground Forces. The latter 'produced an excellent -series of studies
on the various phases and branches o f the ground forces, Thes'e studieO
now represent the only organized material on many subjects and as such:,
arei 'nvaluable.. In addition, they. form the basis for many, of the more
extensive studies presently be ing prepared, Study Number 27, "The
Armored Force Command And Center", which was mentioned, earlier, is an
exae o h yp td repared by the Historical, Section of the
Army Ground Forces.

In the Office of the Chief Of Military History the special
studies are being prepared by the Special Studies Division. This'
division has two branches, The Applied Studies Branch and,,The Foreign

Studes Banc. Th Aplied Studies Branch has the mission fpe

paring 'studies on any particular phase of history which the various
Army agencies or competent individuals determine necessary and vital.
To date, a large number of these studies on a wide variety of subjects
have been completed or are being. written., The responsibility for the
initial request that'a study be made lies with the various Army agencies,
headquarters and schools. Once t'he'request has been approved, the
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important type of histor ical writ ing which is not being properly ex-.
plaited. The Armored School, as well as other responsible. agencies,
should make. every effort to add to the history of Armor in this
manner, By continued liaison and mutual support and assist Iance.,
the Applied Studies Branch and The Armored School could do much to
fill the wide gaps which now exist in the historical material avai]l-
able on Armor.-

It should be mentioned here that the, reseatch reports pre.-
pa red at The Armored School are a type, of unpublished. special reports,
As mentioned earlier they do make a 'contribution to history but-lack
the quality of a report prepared in a more deliberate manner by
selected personnel. The importance of the special study to the
students of the school cannot be overstressed. Due to the nature
of the courses offered and the level of experience of the avenage
student., it is these studies, along with the articles found in

peidicals, which provide him with the most useful souirce of inv-
formation,

In addittth to the special studies of specif ic phases of
warfare., there is a definite ne.,ed for histories of small unit actions,
This need is partially filed by the articles and monographs, but
these sources represent only a beginning in the field. At present,
the Office of the Chief of Military- History is in' the process of
completing two projects which will cover small unit actions in the
servicecanns as well. as the combat arms. The project which includes
Infantry, Armor arid Artillery is being done by Mr. Gugeler.s When
completed it will certainly'fulfill a pressi~ng need for historical
material based on the level of the small unit or j unior officer.

Whil-e this5 paper is a study of the history of United States
Armor in World War nI the 'studies' being miade 'of foreign armies are
of such import that they should be mentioned here. -The Foreign
Studies Branch of the Off ice of the Ch ief of Military History is
exploiting to a remarkable degree the sources of the military his-
tory of World War Il in Germany, A1n im*posing number of articles on
practically all phases of the Germanr Arm.y*and the war, havebeen
written, mostly by fanner German generals. Generall1y, these arti-
cles and studies are excellent. They"roide a valuable source 'of
historical material1 which, hAd it not been for this project, pro'
bably would never have been recdorded.,. Equally signif icant is' the
fact that many of t he e tudie epresent exactly..what should be written
about the war frmt e meria''on fvw.

phase of ro the a r sveal whichcontinvlaeifomtn
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on various aspects of armored warfarei These studies are examples.
of what can be produced as well as what is badly needed in the field
of American military history'of World War IL, Iifethate
German studies are def initely important and valuable, but alsoy that
the American side of the picture should be recorded 'equally -well,
judging from the studies listed in the "German Studies Catalogue"
it appears that the German studies are far more complete than the
studies made about American units or actions.

Major General R. We Grow ha s begun a series of special
studies which are outstanding examples of a type of writing about
World War II which, up to this time, have been virtually neglected.
General Grow has used the "Lorraine Campaign" ~as a basis for three
studies -which are titled: "#Broad Front- vs Narrow Front", "Armor and
Mobility in Maintaining the Momentum of a River Crossing" and '!obflity-
Unused",. These studies are based on the application of-.the prInc-
ples of war and tactical principles as taught by the Army School Sys-da
tern, The author analyzed the cam paign thoroughly and theh pointed out
how the various principles or techniques were followed or neglected.
By do ing so General1 Grow ha s made a f ine contribution to history, a
contribution- which is invaluable to the student mho does not have the
time, experience and knowledge required to make such a study. By indi-
cating lessons learned and criticizing the actions of various commancbers
these studies interpret an imortant segm ent of history. In addition-.
theyI illustrate, by example, how an operation can result in success
or failure by the proper application or neglect of accepted principles,

Two of the studies by General Grow deal directly with Armor,.
The first, 'Mobility-Unused"'1 is a-strong argument in favor of Armor.
It shows how the mobility characteristic to Armor was not properly
exploited and how, it' it had been, a period of diff icult and expensive
fighting could have beeni avoided. The study also points to instances.

where armored units were needlessly given. the mission of containing
the -enemy when they could have been employed more profitably in other
roles.

In the second article, "Armor and Mobility in Maintaining the
Momentum of -a River Crossing",. General Grow traces the river crossing

operations of two arm corps', 1W iflustraties how. each commander con-.
ducted the operations and points out the reasons for the relative
success of each operation., In addition, he.Places the emphasis on
the role of Armor in t his type o f o pe ra tion anad illustrates how each
commander employs his Armor.
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series of such studies are produced'at all- levels of command. The
student of Armor -is in great need of this type of material, and
it can be produced.'

As the official histories and other bas-ic historical works
are completed, there is no reason why they cannot be thoroughly
analyzed for lessons learned as done by General Grow.* The initiatlive,
however,' must come from those concerned with the Armored Force. It
appears thaOt within the overall scheme of the writing of the History
of World War II, it- is he who shows the most initiative and interest
who gets the most written about the subject in which he is primiarfly
interested. It is mere good fortune that General Grow has an inter-m
est in Armor and subsequently' placed emphasis there. If o't her of f i-
cers of all ranks who are interested in and familiar with. Armor are
induced to analyze history, from the Armor viewpoint, the result will
be of inestimable value.

Although not noirmally* considered as a true type of historical
document it is felt that the field. manual, lesson plan and -manuscript
should be mentioned in this paper. These sources represent, in a very
condens ed and factual form, the lesson-s learned during'World War 11,
In the' ca'se of Armor they provide practically all of the available
material on certain. subjoects and particular phases ofarmored warfare.'
This§ is unfortunatej, and as the various historical works are produced,
the situation will be rectif ied, In the meantime the f ield manual
will continue to occupy rather an important. role as a .historical docu-
ment., The, student searching for. information on a Particular subject
is often forced to use this source in the absence of other material.

In spite of the fact that the f ield manual, manuscript,.' lesson
plan and other devices used for teaching are often rather compact and
uninteresting, it must'be rememhbered that they represent. the condensa-r
tion of the ef forts of a large group of experienced individuals. In
many. cases this is the only medium through whtich many capable and- know-.
ing men ha ve expressed their ideas and teflected their experiences. Xt
is fortunate that-these maen have had this medium in which to express
themselves because this is the only place in which their experiences
and knowledge will ever be recorded;.

When analyzing the history -of Armor in World War II, the
reerher often finds that when searching f or material napri

cular-phase or aspect of Armor duringtIe- war the usual sources of
historical material contain vry -little information' As a result he'
has two choices;' He can go to the maze 'of -basic' records arid documents
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writings discussed above and makes furthqr note of the, fact that at
the present ti*me the, field manual,, while not a true- historical1 docu-
ment., serves to fil many of the gaps which exist -in. recorded history.

Up to this point nothing has been mentioned' about the type
of history. which includes the So-called visual devicees. such as pic-v
tures, charts, maps, diagrams and o-thers. This type -of recorded -data
certainly occupies an important position among the various types of"
history. The historian may regard it as merely a, supplement t&- written
history,, but that concept is not accepted in this paper.- The well-
worn saying. that' "A p icture Is worth a thousand words" is probably a.
gross exaggerati1on,, but the visual devices- cannot be regarded lightly
as sources of historical information and data, In fact, it-_.iS felt
that the history of the war would be grossly incomplete -wijthout them-*

The.Office of the Chief of Military. History has'prepared two
volumes, the "lEuropean Pictorial"1 and the "Pacific Pictorial" which
represent the official pictorial histor ies of the war. -In addition
to these volumes every effort is being made to produce pictures,-

catand other' type of works which' will be of iterest to: the mem-
bers of the various Army units. -In addition, there is an untold
number of maps, diagrams, charts anid pictures distributed throughout'
the whole field of military history. Practically every type of history
includes them in -vary ing 'amountsv As: a result o f this they addim
measurably to the completeness of history- as a whole.,

It appears that, to date, nothing has been produced which.
might be considered a pictorial review of Armor in World War '1II'There
are, however., thousands of pictures of the exploits- of the variouis
armored units in the pictorial reviews and. other places. in fact,
it m 'ght -be said that, comparatively, Armor' ha6 received, the'st
complete coverage of any branch of -the service., As a result, this
is the only field of historical material in which Armor.has been.'
given the most attention. Contrary to the observations ma'de about
all, other types of material- discussed, it is f elt that -the, present
da y.coverage of' the history of Armor in WorldI WarI b te vriu
visual de~rices is rather complete, There is a need, for reorganiza-

tinan d certaily om o more work here, u tened'.i' no'.t as
pressngas irvother fields,.

'In the opening-remarks of the chapte r it was stated, that this
summry would be approqched, from the viwoint of the military student,

an average member of Armor,, and the casual reader, military- and cir-,
vilian. Let us take f irst the casual1 reader., This type individualL

isi sacho eltveyesy.ntrstn1eaig hcVh' ane-joy ad, a theame imeincrAe his A 410-. e. ong
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The field of books of all types offers practically nothing,
iLn the field of Armor. There are frequent references to it in a
few books which g ive the "big. picture", but these are widely scatter-
ed and fragmentary. Periodicals., both military and civilian, offer
a surprisingly. limited amount of worthwhile material on -Armor.I As
stated before,' this-appears to be the result Iof a decided lack-of
interest in the writing of articles by the average o-fficer.

The special studies of all types are of interest to the casual
reader,' Many of them are excellent interpretations of the official
histories and other basic sources', and, as such, make interesting and
worthwhile, reading, The histories themselves are simply too detailed
to be of much interest to an individual who desires easy reading. Un-
less " the reader has a special interest in a particular operation or
action, it is quite likely that he will soon become confused or bored.
The various unit. histories are of much more interest to the casual.
reader., He will f ind that they offer rather light and, easy' reading
well complemented by numerous pictures, maps and diagrams. The. pic-w
torial 'reviews are also of definite intetest; i4n- fact, the ave rage
individual who has no particular aim in- his reading has probably ac-
quired more- knowledge of Armot i3n the war frorn.this source than any
other.

In summation, the casual, reader, at the present time, does,
not have available to him a broad f ield of writing on.Armor in World
War II. It appears that this may be due- to the -comparative newness
of Armor coupled with the fact that the men who are familiar with
Armor' and its *employment simply have not produced much material which
is of interest to the casual reader.

There will always be a lack of agreement on the question of
for whom history should-be written. -It is beyond the scope of this
paper to fully discuss this question, but the -f ollowing. ob s ervations
have been made. The members of the corniittee feel that the history
of Axmor should be written for those who pan benefit from it the most,
the members of the present-day a nd future Armor branch4. To, a degree
this is being cbne, but there are certain'areas of endea vor w ithin,
the historical field which are not being properly emphasized.

It v'as pointed out earlier in the paper that there i1s a deol-

cided lack of inf qrmation on particular, phases and. aspects of Armor.
This is the information'which .is vitally iLmportant to the student,
and :in many cases it has not been organized and presented in a for
which is of use to him. In the previous paragraph the weakness of
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It is true that within the OffIce of the chiief of Military
History there is a section which approaches the recording of his-
tory from the viewpoint of furthering the morale of the troops.

Thisis dne b attmptng to familiarize the members ofvaiu

units with the history of the unit. The program is excellent and
is undoubtedly enjoying success, but sufficient emphasis has not
been placed on it. The average soldier, due to-his age, education

and the type of life he leads in the Arm cannot be reached by a

detailed, scholarly type history. In fact, he will not be reached

by any- type of history u4nless his leaders, from the highest level
to the platoon leader, provide him with the type of thing he will
read and assist hint in making the best use of it. It is felt that
history can be a very potent -weapon against the enemy as a means of

building pride in a unit and giving it "lesprit de corps"., A con-
certed effort should be made to determine the. type of -material which
the average soldier is interested in., and then bring history to him
in the medium he prefers. P

Probably the greatest user of history is the student. It is

he who desires to learn and who is searching for s ources from which

to learn. Naturally he is required to turn to history for-much of
his information. The military student of World War II is. faced with
the fact that during the period 1919-1948 contemporary military
affairs received little attention- from military and civilian scholars
and historians. Since 1948 there has been unprecedented progress
made in the process of evaluating the tremendous maze of basic records
and documents. The writi"ng of the official histories and.-special
studies on'a wide range of subjects has also progressed rapidly. The
fact still remains, however, that this work has only just begun. The
student will find large gaps in the material available to him and
probably will be frustrated with the knowledge that the basic material
exists, but his not yet- been recorded for hm in a form which he can
use.' It appears that the present--day student must content himself
with the knowledge that at this time, some seven years, after the closq
of the war., the ava ilable- material on the history of the war is far
more comaplete ttnn during any other comparable period. In addition,
he should recognize that the recording Qf history is,. by nature, slowor
moving. Most historians feel-that any attempt to hurry it will result

in a lack of detachment as well as a failure to make critical use of
all possible sources.

In a final summary of all t he va riou s types of material which'
have been called in this paper, "The History of Armor in World WJar III'
it might be said that the history of A4rmor is suffering growing pains.

The ~~~~ ~ ~ A reatvenenes f.hecocet-f1rmre wrfrePte Iit I
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rather Ilxated. In the normal course of' events it can be assumed
that eventuafly much more will be written about Armor in World War
I., This, however, is not enough. Because the concept of Armor
is new it can be expected that fewexcept the leaders are going to

rn ea concerted effort to record its explts- and further its pro-
gress. These leaders are going to have to take the initiative. in
insuring that a more complete history is written.

The writing of this history of Armor should be planned in
a. manner that wifl insure its use by all those who can benefit from
it. It shpuld include aUl types of writing from the basic scholarly
history to the comic book, if necessary. The efforts of. the' leaders
of Armor need not parallel those of other individuals or agenicies;
they should complement them. There is a need for stronger liaison
and more complete-cooperation between Armor and those who are actually.
writing history or are capable of doing so. Until this is cdone,. the
average soldier, the student, the cosual reader and other interested
persons will have to be content with whet is available to them.



CRAIKTMh13

Based. on the observations made in Chapter 12 the followin
recommendlatioup are presented:

1. That a program'be instituted at Departmbnt of t1he

Army level which will require officer students at all levels. of

the Army School System to prepare at least one article of not

less than three thousand words. These articles to be sulbmittedl

to the various service poriodicalS for possible publication.-

2. That the Armored Center establish the office ad

position of t Historian of The Armored Center." The historian to

be charrged with the following rosponsibilities:

a. Establishing close and -continuing liaison with

the Ottfice of the Chief of M4ilitary History.

b. Arranng for the temporary assignment ofl

members of his staff to the Off~ce of the Chief
of' Military History for the1 purpose of working
on special projects and ptudies of particular
interest to Armor.

c, Determining the subject of and typos of ;studies
nleede yTh roed Center and making official

requests to the Office of the Chief of Military
History that. those studies be prepared.

do Directing the writing of the articles called for

in recomnmendation 1111$ above.

e. Directinag and. editing the writing 0of all histori-

cal material produced at The Armored Center.

f. Making special etuites of particular phases andl

aspects -of armored. warfare.

g.o Cooperatinig in a program whereby historical ezanplos

of them employment of armored units are used In the

teaching of the various units at The Armo red -S chool1.
(sea recommendation "3")
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-.That The Arored Center, in conjunction with the
United. States -Arnior -Asociation, footer a continuing series of

contests and prizes which will stimulate interest in the prep&?Ei-
tton of articles covering various phases of Armor and armok ed war,

4. That The Snore. School institute a program whereby

historical examples are uased, wherever practicable, in the presonr-
tationu of instructiona units,

5. That a pregrom be recommended by.The Armored Center and.

Int$ued aot Department of the Army, level to stimulate the interest

a., Senior officers in preparing papers similar to
the studies mde by General Grow, which will
axnalyze in, terms of b'aoic principles -and con-r
cepts the vnrious operations in which armored.
units were involved in World War 11.

b. Ooapable civilian historians and scholars in the

preparation of interpretive hisatories of Armor
adoperations which' involved armored units.

8. That an imediate request be made of -the Off ice of The

Chief of Military History that:$

a. A "ItHisto ry of United -Stat es Armaor in World WVar IVI
be prepared.,

b.- Special studios be prepared on the following sub-o
jects:

(1) The development of armored ve~hicles.

(a) Combat maintenance of armored units.

(3) The employment of light aircraft in armored

units,

(4) The onmpleymont of carmoredl units In heavily

wooded areas.

(5) The, employm.ent of armored units in cold weather
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(7) The errployment of armored. units in amphio-
'bious operations.

7. That The Armored. Center establish liaison with the-

varioiz armored unit associations with the purpo of oneouraging
and assisting thorn in the rewriting or revision o±f their unit
histories.

8.p That a program be instituted by The Armored Cantor

which will insure theo purpose of uatilizing of history to the
fullest oxtont in the fuarthering of the missions of Amior. This

program to include the teaching of comanders at all levels of the
inrportanto of propOrly and thoroughly recording ll events. Thais

program of education to include the Importance of assisting those0

individluals who are assigned the specific mission of recording and.

grathering historical Information data.
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